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Abstract 

This dissertation is theoretical in nature and can be separated 

into two main areas: I) single- and multiphoton ionization studies of 

a novel photoelectron 

of simple clusters as 

effect, 

models 

and 

for 

2) single-photon ionization 

adsorbate photoemission. The 

studies 

first 

area centers on the phenomenon of circular dichroism in photoelectron 

angular distributions (CDAD). CDAD is shown to exist from oriented 

linear molecules, adsorbed atoms, and aligned atoms and molecules in 

the gas phase. The calculations presented here are the first to 

demonstrate the experimental feasability of CDAD studies. CDAD is 

shown to be a measurable effect which exists because the photoelectron 

collection direction can break the symmetry of these otherwise highly 

symmetric systems. As a direct result of the work presented here, 

CDAD has now been observed experimentally. Coupled wi th resonantly 

enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), CDAD is shown to be a 

powerful probe of unknown alignment in gas phase atomic and molecular 

samples. The second area of research focuses on the simple oriented 

molecules NiCO and NiN2 as models for the corresponding adsorbate 

systems. These simple models provide insight into features observed 

in the experimental angle-resolved photoemission spectra. 
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Introduction 

Atomic and molecular physics has been revitalized in the last 

decade with recent developments m both synchrotron radiation sources 

and lasers. Synchrotron sources provide intense, polarized light over 

a continously tunable spectral range, from the ultraviolet to the x-

ray. 

for 

Fixed wavelength, gas discharge lamps are no longer limitations 

their high intensity photoelectron spectroscopists.1 Lasers, with 

and extremely small bandwidth, enable scientists to study spectra at a 

resolution never realized only a decade ago. The high intensities 

attainable from laser sources have made possible a 

investigation of a variety of nonlinear phenomena. 2 

detailed 

These 

developments have enabled 

a very detailed level, and 

systems remains to be 

scientists to explore atoms and molecules at 

to rekindle the idea that much about these 

understood. One of the most important 

techniques underlying the recent developments in this field has been 

resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). This technique is 

a highly selective probe of excited states of atoms and molecules, 

with a resolution not achievable in single-photon ionization studies 

of ground states.3 

This dissertation is a study of atomic and molecular 

photoioniza tion processes. The work presented here is theoretical in 

nature and can be separated into two main areas 1) single- and 

multiphoton ionization studies of a novel photoelectron effect, and 2) 

single-photon ionization studies of simple clusters as models for 

adsorbate photoemission. 
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The first area of research centers on the phenomenon of circular 

dichroism in photoelectron angular distributions (CDAD). CDAD is 

defined 

obtained 

as the difference between 

with left circularly-polarized 

two angular distributions, 

light and one obtained 

one 

with 

right polarized light. CDAD is shown to exist from a variety of 

systems, from oriented linear molecules and adsorbed atoms, to aligned 

atoms and molecules in the gas phase. While in photoabsorption 

circular dichroism is normally associated with chiral molecules, CDAD 

can exist from the previously mentioned systems because the 

photoelectron collection direction can be used to break the symmetry 

of the system. (See Figure 

discussion.) 

of chapter seven and the accompanying 

In chapter one, CDAD from oriented linear molecules is 

considered. CDAD in this case is shown to be a large effect of the 

same order of magnitude as the left or right photoelectron spectrum. 

It should be emphasized that this result could not have been predicted 

without a detailed calculation, as CDAD is shown to arise solely from 

a delicate interference effect. Therefore, although the existence of 

CDAD for this particular case was first predicted independently by 

Cherepkov,4 he was not able to predict the magnitude of the effect nor 

stimulate experimental interest in this phenomenon. The work 

presented in chapter one thus strongly emphasizes the importance of 

theoretical methods which provide accurate differential 

photoionization cross sections such as those developed by McKoy and 

coworkers.5 

In chapter two, the · ideas of chapter one are extended to adsorbed 
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atoms. CDAD in this case IS a direct consequence of the atom-surface 

interaction. When an atom adsorbs . to a surface, its p orbitals are no 

longer necessarily degenerate.6 For example, when an atom adsorbs at 

a fourfold site, the energy of the Pz orbital (perpendicular to the 

surface) will be, in general, different from that of the Px• Py pair. 

These orbitals can be resolved spectroscopically.7 The Pz orbital can 

then be considered an experimentally-accessible atomic orbital of 

fixed spatial orientation. In chapter two, a calculation of CDAD from 

an oriented oxygen p orbital is presented. Once again CDAD is shown 

to be a large effect. In the same spirit, CDAD from dangling surface 

bonds should be observable. 

In chapter three a completely new idea is proposed. It is the 

seed for the most important . contributions of this dissertation. 

Clearly if linear molecules are randomly oriented in the gas phase, 

CDAD must vanish for symmetry reasons. However, if the molecules are 

not randomly oriented, but rather found in certain orientations 

preferentially to others, CDAD should be expected to exist, though 

the effect would not be as large as for a molecule fixed in space. In 

chapter three this idea is explored and the magnitude of the CDAD 

effect is predicted. This work stimulated the very first experimental 

observation of CDAD in 1986 (Figure 1).8 The experimental results were 

found to be in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. 

The question which remains, namely, "Is CDAD useful for anything?" 

forms the basis for the work presented in chapters four through seven. 

Traditionally, the spatial distribution or "alignment" of 

molecules in the gas phase is described by alignment parameters, Ao, 
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A 2, A4, etc.9 These alignment parameters are conventionally 

by fluorescence or laser-induced fluorescence techniques.9 

other hand, angle-resolved 

used to probe state 

photoioniza tion 

The 

techniques 

bound-free 

are not 

nature 

determined 

On the 

commonly 

of the 

ionization step, coupled 

alignment. 

with the anisotropy associated with photon 

absorption, causes the alignment information to be intimately 

entangled with 

cross sections 

the 

suffer 

photoionization dynamics. Even angle-integrated 

from this problem.1 0 Nevertheless, in cha pter 

four it is shown theoretically that alignment information presents 

itself in a very straightforward way in CDAD spectra. Experimental 

verification of this fact is presented in chapter f ive. (Examine the 

relationship between Figures 3 and 5 of that chapter, for example). In 

these experiments, one photon absorption was used to prepare NO 

molecules with a known alignment. 

Gas phase atomic and molecular alignment occurs in a variety of 

important physical situations such as photoabsorption, 1 1 

photodissocia tion,1 2 particle exci ta tion,1 3 surface scattering1 4 or 

desorption,1 5 interaction with external fields, 1 6 etc. A complete 

determination of alignment effects on chemical reactions is essential 

to our understanding of elementary processes. Therefore, to be of 

practical use, CDAD must offer the ability to determine quantitativel y 

the unknown 

determination 

alignment 

are presented 

of a sample. 

in chapters six 

Simple recipes for 

and seven. Because 

this 

it is 

not always possible to photoionize a molecule with one photon (and f or 

other reasons which are made apparent in the chapters), these CDAD 

techniques are based on (n+ 1) multiphoton schemes. Chapter seven 
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includes many of the details of CDAD theory in addition to a 

physically-motivated discussion of the basis for CDAD. In addition, 

that chapter includes the introduction of a new multiphoton technique 

called PINDAD which uses linearly-polarized light, rather than 

circularly-polarized light, to obtain alignment information from 

photoelectron angular distributions. To serve as the first example of 

the use of these techniques for the determination of unknown molecular 

alignment, studies of NO photofragmented from methylnitrite (CH30NO) 

at 226nm are near completion.1 7 

The second part of this dissertation (chapters eight and nine) 

addresses the question, "How well do simple cluster models such as 

oriented NiCO or NiN2 simulate adsorbate molecules with respect to 

photoemission?" Calculations with these simple cluster models suggest 

that for adsorbate orbitals pointing toward the surface, 

backscattering of ejected photoelectrons off the surface cannot be 

ignored. The NiN2 results are particularly interesting. For gas 

phase N2, total cross section measurements as a function of energy 

lack a feature in the spectrum1 8 which is present in the isoelectronic 

CO spectrum1 9 because N 2 is homonuclear. However, this feature 

appears in the adsorbate (N2 on. Ni) spectrum.2 0 Our calculations 

support the proposi tion that the feature could be a result of symmetry 

k . b h N. N . . 2 0 brea mg y t e 1- mterachon. 
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Circular Dichroism in Photoelectron Angular 

Distributions from Oriented Linear Molecules 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: R. L. Dubs, S. N . Dixit and V. 

McKoy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1249 (1985).] 
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Circular Dichroism in Photoelectron Angular Distributions 
from Oriented Llneu Molecules 

Richard L. Dubs, S. N. Dixit, and V. McKoy 
Arthur Amos No~s Laboratory ofCh~mical Physics, CaliforniD II'Utitu~ ofT«hnology, 

Pasad~na, CD/ifornia 91125 
(Received 2S January 1985) 

We show that circular dichroism exists in the photoelectron anaular distributions from oriented 
linear molecules in the electric dipole approximation. Contributions to the dichroism arise solely 
from interferences between deaenerate photoelectron continua with m values diiTerina by :t 1. We 
identify specific photon-propaaation, electron-detection confiaurations where circular dichroism will 
be observable. Finally, we illustrate the maanitude of this effect throuah ab initio calculations for 
pbotoionization out or the 417 orbital of an oriented CO molecule. 

PACS numbers: 33.60.Cv, 33.5S.Ad, 33.80.Eh 

Circular dichroism (CD) is a phenomenon in which 
the responses of a system to left and right circularly 
polarized light are different. Traditionally, CD has 
been observed in solutions of chiral molecules through 
the rotation of the plane of polarization of linearly po
larized light (optical rotary dispersion), or through the 
conversion of linearly polarized light to elliptically po
larized light.1 Several recent theoretical analyses2• 7 

have predicted CD in photoelectron angular distribu
tions (CDAD). These studies either assumed a chiral 
molecule, included spin-orbit interaction, or went 
beyond the electric dipole approximation. In this 
Letter we demonstrate CDAD from oriemed linear 
molecules within the electric dipole approximation. This 
CDAD appears in the absence of any spin-orbit in
teraction. We show that only interference terms 
between degenerate photoelectron continua with the m 
values differing by ± 1 contribute to CDAD. This 
feature gives better resolved information than is avail
able from linear-polarization studies and hence can be 
a useful tool in the study of oriented molecules. We 
also identify the photon-propagation and electron
detection geometries in which CDAD can be observed. 
Finally, we illustrate the magnitude of this effect by 
calculating the CDAD in the photoionization of the 4u 
orbital of CO oriented normal to a· surface. In a recent 
paper focusing on CD from chiral molecules, Cherep
kov7 alluded to the existence of CDAD in linear 
molecules. In our paper, we carry out the analysis in 
greater detail stressing the importance of this phe
nomenon. 

The doubly differential photoionization cross sec
tion, in the molecular frame, is defined as1 

(1) 

where E denotes the photon energy and It. 6 the 
bound-continuum matrix element1 

(2) 

For convenience, we discuss the one-electron case and 
consider ionization out of an initial orbital 1/11 into a 
continuum orbital 1/1}. i >. In this equation, It is the 
photoelectron momentum and 1 is the unit polariza
tion vector of the photon. The unit vector ii corre
sponds to the direction of polarization for linearly po~ 
larized light and to the direction of propagation for cir
cularly polarized light. Assuming a partial-wave ex
pansion for 1/1}. i >, we can write It. 6 as 

where the polarization index IJ.o is zero for linearly po
larized light and ± 1 for circularly polarized light. The 
rotation matrices D~. are defined in the convention 
of Rose.9 The dynamical coefficients I-.,. are defined 
u 

(4a) 

with 

r -{
;(x ±iy)/2112 for ,.,.- ± 1. (4b) 

,. z for ,.,. -o. 
In principle, the summation over I in Eq. (3) extends 
to infinity. However, in practice, this summation can 
be cut off at some I -1 mn as very high partial waves 
contribute insignificantly to 1.:06. 

·The CDAD signal is defined as the difference in the 
differential cross sections of Eq. (1) for left and right 
circularly polarized light. This quantity is proportional 
to the difference 

II-.,ll-R -II:~ 12-l/~~ 12• (5) 

Upon squaring of Eq. (3) and combining of spherical 
harmonics and rotation matrices, this difference can be 
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written as 
21~· .1-. 

II If-"- ~ ( 11. -!Ill 0) .z.. .Z. (2L +I) -1/ 2 
t-6 vJ L-OM--1 

X l: (-1)"'+"((2/+1){2/'+1)) 112 (/l,,./1~111 .,.. -ft-,.,-,.f1,. -,.•. -,.•) 

""" I',. •,.• 

x (II'OOIL 0) (I/', - mm'ILM) (11, -"'"'' II. - M) YLM (9~c. ~It) Y1, _ M (9,. ~, ) . (6) 

In the above equation, M- m'- m-"'- "'' and, (94:, ~It) and (9,, ~,) denote respectively the spherical polar an
gles in the molecular frame for the electron and photon propagation directions. The molecular frame is defined 
with the z axis coinciding with the internuclear axis. Note that when we combine the rotation matrices D~,.0D 1 ~ I' I'O 
into Dft~. only L' -1 terms survive in Eq. (6) because of the symmetry of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

For linear molecules, /""If- h _ "'· _,. and hence the M- 0 term vanishes in Eq. (6) and the M- ± 1 and -I 
terms become equal. lit. 6 1£- R then simplifies to . 

• v 
llt. 61l-"- ~(11.-11110) !'<2L+l)- 112 l: (-1)"'+"[(21+1)(21'+1))112(1/'00ILO) 

v3 L -o """ ,.,..,..· 
x (II'. - mm'IL. -1) ( 11.- "'"'' 11 1) lm[l,,.,.f1~,.,. · Jim[ YL, -I (9~c . ~It >Y 11 (9,. ~,) ) . (7) 

This equation, combined with Eqs. (1) and (5), 
describes the CDAD from oriented linear molecules. 

Several general features of CDAD follow from Eq. 
(7) . These include the following: 

(i) CDAD is due only to interference terms between 
degenerate photoelectron continua differing by ± I in 
their m values ( m' - m- ±I). For example, in pho
toionization from aCT orbital, CDAD will be due solely 
to the interference between the kCT and k1r continua. 
This follows from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
(1/', -mm'IL. -1) and the interchangeability of m 
and m' . • 

(ii) CDAD vanishes if It, it and the molecular 
axis are coplanar. This result arises because 
lm[YL, -I(9~c.~lt)Y 11 (9,.~,)) is proportional to 
sin(<P,-<P~c> and, if ~,-~~c-n1T (n-O. ± 1), 
sin ( ~,- <P k) - 0. A physical interpretation of this 
second feature, the main criterion for observing CD, 
can be seen as follows. Let Rand i. denote respective
ly the interaction operator r · c for right and left circu
larly polarized light propagating in a given direction. 
These operators are related to each other by a reflec
tion in a plane containing the propagation direction. If 
Pdenotes this reflection operator, we have 

R. - i'i.i>-•- i'i.i'. <s> 
Then 

llt.,ll-k 1(4/l;li 1411}t" 1) 12 

while 

(9a) 

(9b) 

Since the reflection plane can always be chosen to con
tain the molecular axis~ 11/11) will always have definite 
parity with respect to P. If It lies in this pl":,ne, then 
11/1 }t 1) will also have a definite parity under P. In this 
case, llull- llt,,;IA and CDAD vanishes. For linear 
molecules adsorbed normal to a surface, this con
clusion implies that CDAD will not exist in the plane 
of incidence. 

(iii) For linear molecules with an inversion center 
(homonuclear diatomics, for example) , CDAD does 
not exist in the reflection plane perpendicular to the 
molecular axis. This result follows from the fact that 
for molecules with an inversion center, /,/' are either 
even (g states) or odd (u states). In this case, the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (1/'00ILO) insures that L 
is even. Because 9 1c -1r12 for the reflection plane per
pendicular to the molecular axis, CDAD vanishes in 
this plane as YL, _ 1 ( rr/ 2. ~It)- 0 for L even. 

Molecules adsorbed on surfaces are good candidates 
for demonstrating CDAD. For example, CO is known 
to be adsorbed perpendicular to the Ni(lOO) surface 
with the carbon end pointing towards the surface.10 In 
Fig. l(a), we present the results of our calculation of 
CDAD resulting from photoionization of the 4CT orbi
tal for an isolated CO molecule oriented normal to a 
surface. Such a system can be a useful model for pho
toemission from actual adsorbed molecules.11 We ex
amine the case in which the photon approaches the 
surface at 45° with the normal [(9, . ~,)-IJ5•.o•)J 

and the electrons are collected in a plane perpendicular 
to the plane of incidence <~~r-90•). The continuum 
wave functions were obtained by the Schwinger varia-
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FIG. I. (a) CD differential cross section vs the collection 
anale 9t. Different curves correspond to photon enersies 
£-30.7 eV (solid line), 33.3 eV (Ions-dashed line), 36.2 eV 
(dot·dashed line), and 40.8 eV (short-dashed line) . Photon 
propaaation direction is (IJ,.~,)- (135",0") and electron 
collection is in the plane~-- 90". (b) Differential cross sec
tions for left (dot-dashed line) and risht (solid line) circular
ly polarized liaht at E- 36.2 eV. Configuration of anales is 
as in (al. 

tiona! method.1· 12 The results are plotted as a function 
of 9• for various photon energies£. The energy range 
chosen scans the well-known shape resonance in the 
4u- k u channel. 13 In Fig. I (b) we have also plotted, 
for comparison, the differential cross sections for right 
and left circularly polarized light at E- 36.2 eV. 

The most striking aspect of Fig. 1 is that CDAD is 
of the same order of magnitude as the differential 
cross section itself. Notice the "magic angle" at 
IJ• == 40" at which all the distributions have the same 
magnitude. The behavior of CDAD at this angle can 
be understood as follows. The resonance feature in 
the 4u ionization is known to be in the 1- 3 wave of 
the ku continuum.13 Thus, only / 300 is rapidly varying 
with energy around the shape resonance and the 
CDAD's assume the character 

y Jo( 9t, 4>t) I,.!,. I , -I Y,~l ( 9t • 4>t) . 

The magic angle at 9 t. = 40° is due to the zero of 
Y30(9t . 4>tl at 9t.-39.2". Similarly, at 9t--rr/2, the 

convergence of CDAD's is again due to the vanishing 
of Y30(9.t.4>.t> · CDAD itself is nonvanishing at these 
angles because of the contributions of I~ 3 partial 
waves in the ku channel. Figure 1 (a) clearly displays 

how CDAD highlights the particular partial wave and 
the partial channel in which the resonances is located. 
In conclusion, we have shown that CDAD exists for 
oriented linear molecules within the electric dipole ap
proximation and is of the same magnitude as the dif
ferential cross section. We have identified configura
tions of molecular orientation and photon-propagation 
and electron-detection directions in which CD AD will 
be seen. More importantly, we have shown that 
CDAD arises as a result only of interferences between 
degenerate continuum channels with Am- ± 1. For 
this reason, we believe CDAD studies can be useful in 
extracting information which can be more difficult to 
obtain from linear polarization studies. It should also 
be possible to use CDAD to study the characteristics 
of adsorbed molecules. 
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Circular dichroism in photoelectron angular distributions from adsorbed atoms 

Richard L. Dubs, S. N. Dixit, and V. McKoy 
Arrltw Amos Naya L4bonutNy of ClwmlaJI P/fysia. CAI(fondtlltu~Wa of T«lutokJD, 

Pli»Mtt~~, CAI(fondtl 91/JS 
(Reeeived 23 May 198S) 

The theory of circular dichroism In tbe pbotoelectron lftiUlar distributiona (CDAD) or oriented lineas 
molecules il applied to the photoionizltion or ldmrbed atoms. CDAD il shown to offer much areater de
tail about tbe adatom than is available from standard IJII)e·raolved pbotoionization studies. For oriented 
atomic orbitals, CDAD is shown to &rite 10lely from Interference between the 1- I+ I and 1- 1- I pbo
toionizltion channels. l.n addition, for both adiOrbed atoDII and oriented molecules, CDAD is shown to 
&rite entirely from the non-plane--ve nature of the rma1 state. A simple calculation or CDAD from an 
OliYJCD-&tom p orbital is liven. 

INTJlODUCTION 

Circular dichroism is a phenomenon ill which the 
respoa.se of a system to left and ri&ht circularly polarized 
liaht is different In a recent repon,t we showed that circu· 
lar dichroism in the photoelectron anaular distributions 
(CDAD) from oriented linear molecules exists in the elec· 
tric dipole approximation. In the present work, we point 
out that CDAD can be used to study atoms adsorbed on 
surfaces. While previous workers have discussed CDAD 
from molecules,1 only one other worker has considered 
CDAD from atoms in the sinale-photon case. Parzynski3 

showed that CDAD exists for stron&IY polarized alkali 
atoma ill the presence of a maanetic field only when spin
orbit couplin& is important Here we show that CDAD ex
ists from adsorbed atoma in the absence of any spin-orbit 
interaction. In addition, we show that CDAD from both ad
sorbed atoms and oriented linear molecules arises solely 
from the non-plane-wave nature of the final state. 

When an atom is adsorbed on a surface, the orbitals other 
than 1 orbitals are no lonaer necessarily deaenerate . ._. For 
the case of an atom adsorbed at a fourfold site on the sur· 
face, the ener&Y of the p, orbital (perpendicular to the sur· 
face) will, ill aeneral, be different from that of the p, ,P, 
pair. This p, orbital is then an example of an atomic orbital 
of fixed spatial orientation. Grimley,' Herbst, 6 and Gold· 
ber&, Fadley, and Kono7 have considered anale-resolved 
photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) from oriented atomic 
p orbitals. In the present work, we will examine CDAD in 
the same spirit The ma&nitude of the effect is illustrated 
by a simple calculation for an oriented oxyaen p orbital. 

THEORY 

The formalism for CDAD has been developed ill Ref. 1. 
For convenience, we consider the one-electron case. The fi
nal form for the difference in the differential cross section 
for left and riaht circularly polarized li&ht DL •11 is 

x(II'OOiLO)(II'-mm'IL -1)(11-"'"''111) 

where E is the photon ener&Y, c is the speed of li&ht, and 
1 .. ,. is the dynamical coefficient defined in Ref. 1 containin& 
the radial matrix element. The an&les (9,, 4>,), (9.t,rl>t) are 
the photon-propaption and electron-collection directions, 
respectively, measured relative to the atomic z axis. For an 
atom adsorbed on a surface we define this axis to be per
pendicular to the surface plane. 

Four imponant features of CDAD from oriented atomic 
orbitals follow from Eq. (1). The ftrst three have been dis· 
cussed in Ref. 1 and will therefore just be stated: 

(i) CDAD is due only to interference terms between de· 
aenerate photoelectron continua differina by ± 1 in their m 
values (.1m-m'-m- ±1). 

{ii) CDAD vanishes if t, p, and the axis of the atomic or
bital are coplanar. 

(1) 

(iii) CDAD does not exist ill the reflection plane perpen
dicular to the axis of the atomic orbital. 

The founh feature is . unique to CDAD from adsorbed 
atoms. 

(iv) CDAD from oriented atomic orbitals arises solely 
from interference between the l"- /" + 1 and l"- I"- 1 
photoioniution chaMels. This result arises from a com
bination of factors. First, a transition from an initial state 
I" can only result in a final state I" ± 1 by the dipole selec
tion rule. As shown ill Eq. (1), CDAD is a result of in· 
terference terms lm(/._,./1~ •• ,.· ), where I and I' represent 
orbital anaular moments of the final states. Because the im
qinary pan of the product of the two dynamical coefficients 
is proportional to sin(&1- a,.> where &1• a,. are the partial-
wave phase shifts of the continuum wave functions, CDAD 
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will vanish for 1-1'. As a result, only interference terms 
for which I• I' will contribute to CDAD; for an initial /", 
CDAD will arise solely from the interference of the 
I"- I"+ 1 and /"- I"- 1 photoionization channels. This 
rule does not apply to oriented linear molecules, since in 
that case the phase shifts depend on both I and m and the 
initial states are not described by a well-defined /". Note 
that ARPES studies with linearly polarized light supply in· 
formation about the cosine of the phase·shift difference. In 
this respect, CDAD nicely complements ARPES studies. 

Finally, we comment on the feature that CDAD will not 
exist for plane-wave final states. A plane-wave final state 
has no "memory" of the symmetry of the initial state or 
the polarization of the incoming photon. That CDAD van· 
ishes for this reason can be derived simply as follows: The 
double differential cross section Dis 

(2) 

where A- iAoe,.·•""" Aoi in the electric dipole approxima· 
tion and p-- iKV. i is the unit polarization vector of the 
photon. The initial state is unimportant for now and may 
be that of an adsorbed atom or an oriented linear molecule. 
If the final state is a plane wave,' then I/)-e4 '' (ignorina 
normalization) and operatina with V on I/), 

(3) 

From this expression one can see immediately that for 
plane-wave final state CDAD does not exist in the electric 
dipole approximation, since [i · tl1 is identical for left and 
ri&bt circularly polarized Jiaht. For non-plane-wave final 
states, however, Eq. (2) cannot be factored into the simple 
form of Eq. (3), and the differential cross section for left 
and right circularly polarized liaht will not necessarily be 
equal. Thus, CDAD Is a direct con.sequence of the non-plane· 
Mlioe Nlftln of the final sill~. 

CDAD PROM , OllBrT ALS 

Consider the adsorption of an atom to a surface at a four· 
fold site. In this case, the p, orbital of the adatom is no 
longer degenerate in ener&Y with the P,.P, pair.4-4 Pho
toionization from this p, orbital oc:curs throuah the follow· 
ina pathways: 

P.- k.s(OO) 

- kd(20) 

- kd(21) 

-kd(2-1) 

where the numbers in the parentheses are the ( /m) values 
for the continuum states. The expression for ARPES (Ref. 
1) then consists of the followina combinations of dynamical 
coefficients lrecallina that 1-.. -J,_ • -,. and symbolically 
representing the combination 1-..11~ •• ,..., (/m)x (I'm')): 

(00) X (00) (00) X (20) 

(20) X (20) (()())X (21) 

(21) X (21) (20) X (21) 

Thus, altbouah the deaeneracy between the p, orbital and 
the p,.P, pair has been broken by the interaction with the 

surface, ARPES still contains contributions from many 
terms. 

Now consider the terms which contribute to CDAD. 
From the features of CDAD discussed earlier, only one of 
the above terms contributes, 

(00) X (21) . 

CDAD from an adatom p, orbital contains information 
solely about interference between the p,- k.s(OO) and 
p,- kd(21) [or kd(2 -1) channels). This information is 
masked in ARPES. 

The anaular dependence of CDAD from adatom p orbitals 
may be derived simply. Due to the Clebsch·Gordon coeffi· 
cient (II'OOILO), CDAD exists only for L -2. The angular 
dependence is then sin(29t)sin9,sin(~,-~.>. For the 
collection plane at riaht anaJcs to the incident plane 
<•,-~.-90") CDAD will be maximized and will depend 
on the collection an&le 9t as sin(29t). (Both the incident 
and collection plane are assumed to include the z axis de· 
lined previously.) 

In Fig. 1, we show the ARPES and CDAD spectra at 21.2 
eV for photoionization from an oriented p orbital (along the 
z axis) of an OXY&en atom. The radial matrix elements and 
phase shifts for the continuum functions were obtained 
from Ref. 7. The collection plane is at right anales to the 

· incident plane. Note that the CDAD spectrum has the ex· 
pected sin(29t) dependence. The maanitude of the spec· 
trum is rouahJy half that of the ARPES spectra. This result 
follows from the fact that, in aeneral, the p- kd transition 
is more intense than the p- k.s transition/· 1 and while the 
mqnitude of the ARPES spectra depends roughly on 
I (p llllkd) 11, the CDAD spectrum depends on the interfer· 
ence term I(PIIllkd)II(PIIllk.s)l. 

What about CDAD from the p,.P, pair? CDAD from 
this pair will be the same magnitude as CDAD from the p, 
orbital but opposite in sign. This result follows from the 
fact that, when taken toaether, the three unperturbed p or· 
bitals form a spherical initial state. CDAD from the three 
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FIG. 1. DiiTerential cross section vs the coUection anaJe '• for 
Jefi and ri&bt circularly polarized lilbt and CDAD. Left(---). 
riahl (- - - ), CDAD (left-riahtl (-). Photon·prOPIIa&lion 
direction ia (l, •• ,l-(135",0") and electron collec:tion is in the 
plaDc ••-90". Photoa enel'l)' is 21.2 eV. 
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orbitals toaether must tbus vanish. 
Admittedly, explorin1 CDAD from adsorbed atoms by 

usina unpenurbed, oriented atomic orbitals is a crude first 
step. Nevertheless, tbat CDAD does exist from tbese 
atomic orbitals is an interestinl and useful faet. Bondina of 
tbe adatom to the surface ean be considered alon1 tbe lines 
of Gadzuk's treatment' for study ina ARPES from adsorbed 
atoms. In tbis way, CDAD ean be used to probe tbe orbi· 
tats of the surface atoms involved in bondina. In addition, 
we have only examined CDAD from p orbitals; tbe present 
treatment ean easily be extended to d orbitals, ete. 

In conclusion, we have shown that CDAD arises from 
atoms adsorbed on surfaces and tbat CDAD offers more de· · 
tailed information tban is provided by standard ARPES 
studies. CDAD from oriented atomic orbitals arises solely 
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from interference between the 1- I+ I and 1- 1- I pho
toiollization channels. For both adsorbed atoms and orient· 
ed linear molecules CDAD has been shown to arise solely 
from the non-plane-wave nature of the final state. Finally, 
because standard ARPES studies provide information about 
the eosine of the phase-shift differences, while CDAD pro
vides information about tbe sine of these differences, 
CDAD studies should nicely complement ARPES studies. 
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In this paper we show that circular dichroism in photoelectron angular distributions (CDAD) 
can be ~ to_ probe atomic ~d molecular alignment in the gas phase. Careful choice of photon 
(left or nght cucularly polarized) propagation and photoelectron collection directions breaks the 
cylindrical symmetry of the target, giving rise to dichroic effects. CDAD exists in the electric 
dipole_ ap?ro~tion. W

2
e ~ustrate the sensitivity of CDAD to alignment by considering 

photoJomzabon of the A :I state of NO. Most of the cases of alignment we consider are created 
by mul~photon abso~tion while the othen, more general, might be created in fragmentation, 
desorpbon, etc. The alignment created by n-photon absorption quickly reaches a classical limit 
which is reflected~ the CD.AD spectrum. Finally, we show that CDAD is also a sensitive probe 
of gas phase atomJc state alignment by considering photoionization of the 7P312 state of cesium 
created by single photon absorption from the ground state. 

INTRODUcnON 

In recent years, studies of orientational effects in chemi
cal processes have attracted much attention due to the de
tailed dynamical information these studies can provide. Ex
amples of such studies include atom-<iiatom collisions, 1 

unimolecular processes, 2 electron stimulated desorption of 
adsorbed molecules,3 and molecular scattering from sur
faces. 4 Preparation of reactants with well characterized 
alignment and subsequent detection of product alignment/ 
orientation are integral parts of such investigations. The 
methods for creating aligned species include electronic' or 
atomic6 impact, application of external electric and magnet
ic fields, 1 photofragnlentation, 1•9 and photoabsorption. 1~12 

The detection of product alignment, on the other band, has 
commonly been accomplished by measuring the fluores
cence polarization •<•> resulting from either direct spontane
ous emission or laser induced fluorescence. 

In this paper we propose a new method for probing the 
alignment in atomic and molecular systems; namely, mea
luring the circular dichroism in photoelectron angular dis
tributions ( CDAD). CDAD spectra are obtained by taking 
the dil'erence between angle-resolved photoelectron spectra 
(ARPES) for left and right circularly polarized light. 
Historically, circular dichroism (CD) has been associated 
with chiral molecules which laclt a plane of symmetry and an 
inversion center. 1l-16 However, recently we have shown that 
CD can exist in photoelectron angular distributions from 
photoionization of oriented linear molecules 17 and adsorbed 
atoms. 11 Though previous studies of CDAD14

•
15

•
19

•
20 as

aumed strong spin-orbit coupling or high multipole interac
tions, our analyses 17•11 showed that a proper choice of elec
tron collection and the photon propagation direction can 
break the cylindrical symmetry or the target and give rise to 
dichroic drecta in the electric-dipole approximation. We 
have abo pointed out that CDAD studies often provide in-

•• Coatributioa No. 7339. 

formation complementary to that obtained from the ARPES 
studies. In this paper, we demonstrate that CDAD can abo 
~used as a probe of the alignment of a gas phase target state. 
Smce. CDAD cannot exist in an isotropic target for synime- · 
try reasons, the very existence of CDAD, therefore, implies 
alignment of the target. In addition, the shape of the CDAD 
spectrum provides details about this alignment. 

The state of an atom or a molecule with total angular 
momentum J is said to be aligned if the population of the MJ 
magnetic sublevels is nonuniform. Alignment is differentiat
ed from orientation in that the former requires the popula
tions of MJ and - MJ states to be equal. Absorption of a 
linearly polarized photon from an isotropic initial state 
creates an aligned state whereas absorption of a circularly 
polarized photon gives rise to an oriented state. In this paper, 
we shall use the term "alignment"loosely to include orienta
tion, the actual anisotropy being described by the popula
tions of the MJ levels. CDAD exists from aligned as well as 
oriented states and, as we show, is very sensitive to the details 
of the alignment. 

In this paper, we shall discuss CDAD arising from pho
toionization of the A 2:I + state of NO. We shall consider 
alignment created in this A 2:I + state by mulitphoton ab
sorption and will also choose some general alignments to 
illustrate the variation of CDAD with alignment. Finally, 
we examine CDAD in the pbotoionization of the 7 P3 12 state 
of Cs created by a single photon excitation from the ground 
65'112 state. It should be emphasized that while Parzynski's 
analysis20 of CDAD from atoms required strong spin-orbit 
coupling, this coupling is not necessary for the existence of 
CDAD. We include this coupling in our calculations, how
ever, since it is present in the cesium atom. 

Finally, a pump-probe type experiment can be designed 
as follows to observe CDAD in gas-phase atomic and molec
ular systems: Sl~p 1: (creatioo of alignment); n-linearly po
larized photons resonantly excite the isotropic initial state of 
atoms or molec:ules. The polarization vector of these pho-
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tons defines the laboratory frame z axis. Step 2: ( measur
ment of the alignment); the excited state is photoionized by a 
second laser with either left or right circular polarization 
and co-propagating with the lint laser beam. Photoelectron 
angular distributions are then measured in the plane perpen
dicular to the photon propagation direction by rotating the 
direction of linear polarization. By delaying the probe beam 
relative to the pump, CDAD can also be used to monitor the 
evolution of alignment due to collisions.9

<bl 

THEORY 

In this section we present the theory related to using 
CDAD as a probe of alignment. The analysis can be separat
ed into a part dealing with the calculation of the anisotropy 
(alignment) in the atomic or molecular state and a part dis
cussing CDAD from this aligned state. For the sake of sim
plicity we shall only consider alignment resulting from pho
toabsorption. Alignment created by other methods 
mentioned in the previous section can be calculated in an 
appropriate manner. Likewise, we will assume that the 
aligned state is ionized by a single left or right circularly 
polarized photon. Generalization to multiphoton ionization 
out of the aligned state can be carried out with a few addi
tional steps. 1 

Alignment of the exCited atate by multlphoton 
8baorptlon 

Consider an excited state alignment created by absorp
. tion of a single photon, linearly polarized along the z axis of 

the laboratory frame. In this case, the electric dipole moment 
operator can be written as 

(41T)'/2 . D0 = J +r,Y10(r,), (I) 

where r, is the magnitude of the position vector of the s111 

electron and r, is the position of this electron in the laborato
ry frame. For a transition from an isotropic initial state with 
total angular momentumJ0 (all M1• states are equally popu
lated) to an intermediate state with angular momentum J, 
the alignment in the intermediate state, described by the po
pulation of various M1 sublevels p1.M,• can be written as10 

PJ.M,"' ~ I (JM, IDoiJoM,. W. 
4 

(2a) 

(2b) 

In Eq. (2b), (J0 lM1.0IJM1 ) denotes a Clebsch-Gordan co
efficient. For a 11-photon absorption from a IJ oM '•) state to 
IJM,),p".~' is similarly written as" 

p,..,,ar. ~ I '5" II: J~J. 
•-•.--• 

(JM1 ID0 IJ._,M, __ , )(J. _ ,M, __ ,IDoiJ._ zM, •. )···(J,M,,IDoiJoM,) I z, 

(E0 - E, + &.l)(E0 - Ez + 2&.l)··· [E0 - E. _ , + (11- 1)&.1) 

where&.! is the photon energy and E. 's denote the energy of 
the I1.M1,) state. Both Eqs. (2) and (3) are valid under 
weak field excitation conditions. For clarity, we have sup
pressed all other indices needed for the designation of var
ious states. Note that p,..,,, given by Eqs. (2) and (3), sa
tisfy p1..,, =p1 _..,,, i.e., the state J is aligned and not 
oriented. For one-photon absorption, relative values of p11,1, 

depend only on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients while for 
an 11-photon (11 >I) absorption, even the relative values of 
p1..,, depend on the particular atomic or molecular system. 
Only in special cases where J = J0 ± 11 can the relative popu
lations be represented purely by Clebsc:b-Gordan coeffi
cients. 

Probing the •llgnment ualng CDAD 

In this subsection we shall discuss CDAD in photoioni
zation out of an aligned state. If (d 2u/dO.dO,) (JM1 ) de
notes the dift"erential photoionization cross section (DCS) 
for the state IJM1 ) then the total (m-averaged) DCS out of 
the excited state is, 1 1 

d 2u dzu 
dO.d0

11 
= ~p,.,, dO. dO• (JM, ), (4) 

wherep1.,, are populations in the states IJM,) that charac
terize the alignment. The CDAD spectra are obtained by 
taking the dift"erence in the DeS's from Eq. ( 4) for left and 
right circularly polarized light. The m-resolved DCS 
(d 2u!dO.d01 ) (JM1 ) is proportional to the square of the 
photoelectron matrix dement I::!.- written asz• 

(!5) 

In the above equation, 1-'o denotes the polarization index (0 
for linear and ± I for circular polarization) in the ionizing 
photon frame, and ll/!1..,) and 11/1 }.;- l) the initial and final 
states, respectively. In the following, we will describe the 
calculation of this bound-free matrix element for photoioni
zation of theA Z;t+ state of NO and of the 7P31z state ofCs. 

MoleCule• 

For the A Z;t + state of NO, the wave function ll/!1..,) 
can be described in Hund's case (b) as22 

ITK±i ~'"'-''"" lyAN.s:J'M,) =" Sr "'~• (NSMMs iJM,) 

x .,~1 ( {r;};R >D Z., <R ' >x v (R >ISMs>· < 6) 

Here primed coordinates refer to the molecular frame while 
unprimed coordinates refer to the laboratory frame. lb~1 is 
the electronic wave function that depends on the internu
clear separation, R,x v (R) is the wave function for the vibra
tional state v, and ISMs) is the spin wave function. 
D Z., (R ') denotes the symmetric top rotational wave func
tion with total (rotational plus electronic) angular momen
tum N, the projection of this angular momentum along the z 
axis of the molecular frame being A (A = 0 for :I states, ± I 
for n states, etc.), and the projection along the z axis of the 
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laboratory fi}me bein1 M . The notation of Rose13 is used 
throughout. R ' refen to the coordinates of the laboratory z 
axis in the molecular frame. The factor~ (2N + 1 )/81? en
sures normalization of the total wave function. ycontains all 
other subscripts necessary for an wwnbiJUous desiJDAtiOn 
of the state. 

The continuum function 1/1 }...- 1 is a product of wave 
functions for the photoelectron I~) and the resultinJ molec
ular ion lr.A.N.s.J.MJ. >= 

(7) 

We calculate Y, ;_.- 1 usinJ the iterative Sc:hwinger variational 
technique.11 The electronic wave function for the continuum 
electron can be expanded in partial waves11

: 

I~)= I~ m .. ) ~ l4!-"'"Yl!,(k)D~ .. <R ')1/lut<{r'};R). 

(8) 

m .. is the projection of the electron spin on the laboratof}' 
frame z axis. k denotes the photoelectron momentum and k 
its direction in the laboratory frame. /mA. denote, respective
ly, the angular momentum of the electron and its projections 
along the laboratory and molecular z axes. The ionic wave 
function can be written as 1 

'f)..A.N.S.J.MJ. ) 

= ~ > (N.s. M.Ms_IJ.MJ.> v 8~ ~~~~. 
Xr/1~:·"- ({r;};R>x.~ IS.Ms. )DZ:111• <R '), (9) 

where v. J + ,M J , and A+ denote, respectively, the ionic 
vibrational quant~ number, the total angular momentum 
quantum number, and the projection of J +on the laboratory 
and molecular z axes. s. is the total spin of the ion and Ms. 
its projection on the laboratory z axis. 

In the single particle picture, D,.. ofEq. ( 5) can be writ
ten in the frame of the ionizin& photon as 

D,.. = (4,./3) 112rY1,..<'>· OO> 

A5 the coordinate frames of the exciting and ionizing pho
tons need not coincide, we must transform D,.. into the 
frame of the exciting photon. D,.. can then be written as 

D,.. = ( 4")•n, L D;_(R ") 4D!-,.<R ')Y1,.· 0'). 
3 .. .. 

(11) 

Here, R • specifies the coordinates ofthez axis of the ionizing 
photon frame in the laboratory frame. r is the coordinate of 
the position vector in the molecular frame. 

Substituting Eqs. (6), (7), (8), (9), and (11) into Eq. 
( 5) and integrating over molecular orientations, Eq. ( 5) be
comes 

xD;_(R ")(N.s.M. Ms. IJ+MJ. )(NSMMsiJMJ) 

X( -i)14!"'"Y,(k)( -1)"-""+A.-.at. }--1- (/1-~"IN,Jl" -A )(11-mJliN,Jl-m) 
~2N.+1 . 

x(NN.M -M.IN,m -jl)(NN.A- A. IN,.{ -jl"), 

where 

r }r'1 = J x ... <R>r Jt">x .. <R>dR 

and 

r Jr"> = (1/lw ( {rj};R )1/1~:.>". ( {rj};R) lrY,,.. (;')I~" ( {rj};R)) 

denotes the photoionization electronic transition moment. 
Using Eq. (12), Eq. (4) can be written as 

where 

p'tJ. . ..,. =l<lL + I><L ' +nJ-'12 L >Ir-Ir.:.-,..< - 1>"'·-.. 
"'• t.:::. 

N . J. N I . ,.,..,.* 
x [(U + 1)(U' + 1)) 112 (// '00ILO)(//'- mm'ILM')(ll-w.I'IL 'M') 

and 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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1:..,. = [(2N ... + 1)(2N + 1ll 112.J"f-<-0 1
(- 1)"· -At. ~ (- 1)"-""e"'" r f' 1<s ... 112Ms. m.,JSMs) 

lti.Ms. 

MAt• 

X(NSMMslJMJ)(N ... s ... M.Ms JJ.MJ )~ 1 (11-J,,•JNu"-..{) . - • 'ft. (2N, + 1) ,.,. ,,_ 

X(l1- '"I"IN,J.l- m)(NN.A -A.JN,..{ -J.l")(NN.M- M.JN,m -J.l). (17) 

In the above eq•Jations, a refers to the variables 
m.,, N .... J +• MJ., and (8k.~k) and (8,,~,) denote, respec
tively, the coUection angle of the photoelectron and the 
propagation direction of the circularly polarized ionizins 
photon in the laboratory frame. 

Equation (IS) makes calculation of ARPES spectra 

simple. The /J~·At· are calculated once for a given photon 
enerSY, after which Eq. (IS) is used to quickly calculate 
spectra for any alignment, liglu polarization, or experimen
tal confisuration of photon propaption direction or elec
tron coUection direction. 

The CDAD sisnal is defined as the di.1rerence in the 
di1rerential cross section of Eq. ( 14) for left and right circu
larly polarized ligllt. 17 

dtr- - • du• 1 du- 1 

- ( 18) 
d04dO• d04do. d04dO• 

In Eq. (IS), only ( - 1 )""( 11- J.lrJ.IolL '0) depends on the 
polarization of the photon. Thus, due to the symmetry prop
erty 

(llJ.lo-J.loJL'O) = ( -1)L '(ll-J.loJ.loJL 'O), (19) 

only terms in which L ' = 1 will contribute to CDAD. In 
addition, due to the symmetry propenies of li-.M, only 
termsforwhichM' = ±I willcontributetoCDADandthe 
corresponding {JL 1 :1: 1 will be pure imaginary numbers. 17 

Atotrl6 

For atoms, the bound-continuum matrix element is stiU 
defined by Eq. (14) wherel4 

and 

[ ] 

1/l - I ' 
I~;...- 1) = 41r .!!__ ,r L l 'e- "•· Yr:,.. (k) 

2k 1 .o ... · - - 1· 

XL REJ 'J' (r)(l'yn'm.,IJ'mj)Jl Y 'mj), 
,,.j 

(20) 

(21) 

ll!JmJ) =I, L (liJnm.,jJmJ)Y,.,<nlim.> · (22) 
"' "'• 

Both the radial wave functions, RJUJ (r) and the phase shifts 
61 are calculated as in Ref. 24. r and k are expressed in the 
laboratory frame. The dipole moment operator D,.., ex
pressed in Eq. ( 10), is rewritten as 

D,..""(~yn,~D!..,<R">Y.,cn. (23) 

Substituting Eqs. (20)-(23) into Eq. (S), Eqs. (IS) 

and ( 16) are again obtained, with the sums over K + J ... , and 
M +omitted and a= m., inEq. ( 16). Now li,.. is defined as 

li·,.··· = ( - i) 1"e
11

' ' r~ ( - 1 )J+ 1+ 1n 

x..J"f [<2J+ 1)(21+ 1)) 1
'
2 

X I, (l 'iJn'm,JJ'mj){l' J' i} 
J'"'i J I 1 

X (J 1mJu'IJ'mj) (llOOJl '0), 

where 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

lloleculn 

(24) 

(2S) 

In this section we present the results for CDAD in pho
toionization of the A 2l: + state of NO. The ionizing photon 
wavelength is chosen to be about 22S nm. The bound-free 
matrix elements were taken from the calculations presented 
in Ref. 22. In Fig. I , we present ARPES spectra for left and 
right polarized light and the resulting CDAD spectra. Fig
ure 1 (a) corresponds to single photon J0 = 1/ 2--J = 3/ 2 
excitation to the A state while Fig. l(b) corresponds to 
J0 = 3/2--J = S/2 excitation. The relative populationspJM, 
are given in Table I (cases A and B). Both CDAD spectra. 
have a sin 28k dependence. This is a reftection of a one-pho
ton absorption alignment. Mathematically, the sin 20k de
pendence arises because only /J21 :t 1 contribute to CDAD in 
this case. At ek = 4S' CDAD spectra are about IS% of 
ARPES spectra. The relative strengths of CDAD and 
ARPES spectra depend on specific values of molecular pa-

. rameters and could be different for other systems. 
In Figs. 2(a)- 2(c) we present CDAD and ARPES 

spectra for individual MJ ( 1/2, 3/2, and S/2) states of the 
A 2l: + (J = S/2) level. The relative populations are again 
given in Table I (cases C, D, and E). Case C corresponds to 
rwo-photon excitation from a J0 = 1/2 state. Although the 
alignments described by cases D and E cannot be produced 
by multiphoton absorption of linearly polarized light, they 
might result from photofraplentation reactions, gas-solid 
scattering, desorption, etc. In addition, a state initially pre
pared in a MJ = ± 1/2 state may evolve, e.g., by collision, 
into a state with a distribution of MJ values.•(bl In this case, 

the net CDAD spectrum will be a weighted sum of the spec
tra for individual MJ values. Note that from an isotropic 
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state (all MJ 's equally populated), CDAD cannot exist for 
symmetry reasons. The sum of the CDAD spectra in Figs. 
2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) thus gives a spectrum of zero magni
tude at all angles. 

It is clear from these results that CDAD spectra are 
quite sensitive to the relative populations of the MJ states. 
Comparison of one- and two-photon CDAD [Figs. l(b) 
and 2(a)] indicates that CDAD probes the anisotropy of the 
aligned excited state. While the single-photon excitation 
CDAD are proportional to Y, ±I co •• ~.), the two-photon 
excitation CDAD can be expressed as a linear combination 
of Y1 ± 1 (01 .~.) and Y4 ± 1 (01 ,~1 ) , the relative weights of 
which depend on the particulars of the process. In fact, one 
can show (although the algebra is quite tedious) that 
CDAD spectra in photoionization from an 11-photon excited 
state will contain terms Y1 ± 1 , Y4 ± 1 ,... up to 
Y,.,. ± 1 ( 01 .~ 1 ) . The ARPES spectra, on the other hand, 
contain terms up to Y,,. + I) ,M co •. ~.). This di1ference is a 
consequence of the fact that CDAD spectra, each being a 
di1ference between two ARPES spectra, have lost the infor-

. 24 
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mation about the final photoionization step and are there
fore only sensitive to the alignment in the 11-photon excited 
state. Mathematically, this result is a direct consequence of 
the fact that, for the ionizing photon, L ' can only take the 
value of I for CDAD17 while it can have its maximum value 
of 2 for ARPES. 

What happens to the CDAD spectra as more and more 
pump photons are absorbed? In Fig. 3, the ARPES and 
CDAD spectra are shown for photoionization from the A 
state with the alignment created by theJ0 = 1/2-J = 11/ 2 
five-photon absorption from the X state (case Fin Table I). 
Note that the magnitude of the CDAD spectrum has in
creased slightly to 25% of the ARPES spectra, but otherwise 
appears very similar to that for the alignment created by 
two-photon absorption [Fig. 2(a) ]. The CDAD spectrum 
for photoionization out of an aligned state prepared by the 
J0 = 1/2-J = 21/2 ten-photon absorption is found to be 
virtually identical to that in Fig. 3. Thus, the alignment of 
the molecule appears to quick.ly reach a limit after which 
absorption of additional photons has little elfect . 

(b) Col 
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allcuaJ • S/2. (a) M,- ± 1/2 (Table I cue C); (b) M,- ± 3/2 (Table I, cue 0); (c) M,- ± 512 (Table I, cue E). AliiDJDCDI for (a) created by 

two-pbotoa abaorptioD J0 • 1/2-.1- S/2. 
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TABLE l.llclatiw popuJaac- lp"'' cl M1 llala. 

Calc J -11/2 -9/2 -7/2 _,12 -3/2 -1/2 1/2 

A 3/2 0 I I 
B 5/2 0 2/5 3/, 3/, 
c ,12 0 0 I I 
D '12 0 I 0 0 
E 5/2 I 0 0 0 
F 11/2 0 0 0 0 0 I I 

THE CLASSICAL PICTURE OF THE ALIGNMENT 

To understand the above limiting behavior, let us con
sider a rigid rotor in a IJoM0 ) state. If all the M 0 states are 
equally populated, the spatial distribution of the rotor axis is 
simply 

P(8,~) = ~PJ.w. (8~) = IYool2 =canst. (26) 

In the absence of the spin-orbit coupling, absorption of n
linearly polariud photons will lead to a spatial distribution 
I Y.., I 2• Abeorption of n-photons in molecules with spin-orbit 
coupling will give rise to spatial distributions involving 
I Y ...,12 ,m ,.o as well. For example, a two-photon transition 
from ll/2 1/2)-.1'12 1/2) in NO will lead to a spatial dis
tribution 

P512 112(8,~) ... (2 1/20 112I'121/2)2IY2012 

+ (2 1/2 1 - 1121'12 1/2)21 Y2.j2
• 

(27) 

Similarly a five-photon 1/2-.11/2 transition implies 

P1112 112(8,~) = (' 1/2 0 11211112 1/2)21 Y sol2 

+ (' 1/2 1- 1/211112 1/2)21 Y51 l2• 

(28) 
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3/2 '12 7/2 9/2 11/2 Commmt 

0 One-pbotoD 112-3/2 
21' 0 One-photon 312-512 
0 0 Two-pbotoD 112-'12 
I 0 See tbell:st 
0 I See tbell:st 
0 0 0 0 0 Five-photon I 12 11/2 

Using the method described in Ref. 2,, we have performed 
photoionization calculations from oriented NO molecules 
(ignoring spin) whose orientations in space are weighted by 
IYJMI 2

• The results for IY20(8,~)12 and IYso<B.~W are 
shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Comparing 
these with fully quantum mechanical calculations [Figs. 
2 (a) and 31, we see that the classical calculation agrees well 
with the quantum mechanical one for five-photon absorp
tion (I Y sol 2 ) while for two-photon absorption the agreement 
is poor. This discrqJancy is not due to a diminishing distribu
tion of I YJI 12 with increasing J but rather due to the fact that 
the distributions I YJo I 2 and I YJ 1 I 

2 become more and more 
similar for high J. In other words, IYsol 2 and IY,.I2 have 
similar spatial distributions whereas I Y 2012 and 1 Y21 l2 have 
quite diJI'erent ones. Thus u J increases, I YJo 12 accurately 
describes the spatial orientation of the excited ..4 2.I. • state. 
This statement is also a reflection of the decreasing impor
tance of the 1/2 unit spin at high J. 

We are now in a position to understand our earlier ob
servation that alignment of a molecule appears to quickly 
reach a limit after which absorption of additional photons 
has little eB'ect. To examine the 8 dependence of the align
ment of a molecule after it has absorbed J photons we look at 

IYJo(B.~)jlsine, (29) 

where the sin e accounts for the increase in solid angle with 
increasing e. As J increases, the I YJo ( 8,¢1) 12 oscillates more 
and more rapidly (with J nodes from 8 = 0 to 8 = TT) . If we 
replace this rapidly oscillating part by its average value, 26 we 
find 

IYJ0 (8,~)12 = til 1. forJ Iargeand8>..!... (30) 
2 sme J 

Near the z axis I YJo ce.~ >J2 has a large finite value; however, 
this contribution is cancelled by the sin 8 in Eq. (29) . Note 
that the right-hand side ofEq. (30) is independent of J. For 
this reason, after a few photons are absorbed, the alignment 
quickly reaches a limit. As we have shown, the CDAD spec
tra clearly reflect this fact . 

Atoms 

In Fig. '· ARPES and CDAD spectra are shown for 
photoionization from the 7 P312 state of Cs. The alignment of 
the state is created by one-photon absorption from the 6S112 

state (Table I, case A) . The energy of the ionizing photon is 
assumed to be equal to the energy diJI'erence between the 
6S112 and 7P312 states. The required atomic parameters were 
calculated using the quantum-defect theory. We again note 
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the sin 2ek dependence of the CDAD spectrum, a signature 
of the one-photon alignment. 

The magnitude of the CDAD spectrum is only about 
25% that of the ARPES spectra. However, in Ref. 18 we 
showed that the magnitude of the CDAD spectrum for pho
toionization from an oriented oxygen p orbital was about 
50% that of the ARPES spectra. The reason for this ditrer-
ence in relative magnitude is threefold: · 

(1) As discussed in Ref. 18, CDAD from atoms arises 
solely from interference between the /-./ + I and /-./ - I 
photoionization channels. Thus, while the magnitude of the 
ARPESspectradepend roughly on l(plrlkd) 12

, theCDAD 
spectra depend on I( plrlks)l · I( plrlkd) I· By itself, this fact 
actually makes the relative magnitude of the 0 atom CDAD 
spectrum about 75% that of Cs. 

(2) CDAD from atoms depends on sin (61 + 1 - 61 _ 1 ) 

where6, . 1 ,61_ 1 are the phase shifts for the I+ I and/- I 
photoionization channels, respectively.' This fact favors the 
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magnitude of the 0 atom CDAD spectrum over that for Cs 
by a factor of - 2. 

( 3) The Cs calculation incorporates spin-orbit cou
pling. The P312 state is actually a linear combination of 
(J,M) = (1,0) and (1,1 ). Photoionization from a (1,0) 
state has a sin 2e. dependence, while photoionization from a 
( 1,1 ) state has the same dependence, but opposite in sign 
and half the magnitude. 1 1bis result is a consequence of the 
fact that CDAD from an isotropic distribution of states, i.e., 
equal population of (1,0), (1,1), and (1 - 1), must vanish 11 

and that CDAD spectra for photoionization from the ( 1,1) 
and ( 1 - I) states are identical. The net result favors the 
magnitude of the 0 atom CDAD spectrum over that for Cs 
by 4/3. 

The three abovementioned factors give rise to the over
all factor of2 between the relative magnitudes of the CDAD 
spectrum for 0 atom and Cs when compared to their corre
sponding ARPES spectra. 

As a final note, we point out that the 15%-25% magni
tude of all the CDAD spectra shown should not be discour
aging. For alignment created by photoabsorption or photo
fragmentation in which the polarization of the light defines 
the laboratory frame of the experiment, only the polarization 
vector must be rotated to vary e.-the electron detector 
need not be moved. In addition, CDAD must vanish for 
symmetry reasons at e. = 0 and e. = 9017

•
11 and, therefore, 

the ARPES spectra at these angles for left and right circular-
. ly polarized light must be equal. This should make normali
zation of the left and right ARPES spectra convenient. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated that CDAD can be used to probe 
alignment of atomic and molecular states in the gas phase. 
CDAD exists in the electric dipole approximation without 
the necessity ofspin-orbit coupling. Although we used mul
tiphoton absorption to create alignment, CDAD should be 
useful in probing alignment created by other means as well. 
Our results indicate that CDAD is about 15%-25% of 
ARPES for photoionization of the A 2l: + state of NO and 
for photoionization of the 7P3 12 state of cesium. We believe 
that the estimated ISo/o-25% magnitude ofCDAD makes 
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these measurements feasible. Because the ARPES spectra 
for riaht and left circularly polarized lipt can be normalized 
at fJk = (1' and fJk = 90' (where CDAD must vanish by sym
metry),11'11 some of the uncertainties in the experimental 
data could be eliminated. 
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Chapter 4: Extraction of Alignment Parameters from Circular 

Dichroic Photoelectron Angular Distribution (CDAD) 

Measurements 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: R . L. Dubs, S. N. Dixit, and 
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In a previous paper, we showed that circular dichroism in photoelectron angular distributions 
( COAD) can be used to probe alignment in gas phase atoms and linear molecules. Often this 
alignment is parametrized through the mom~nts of alignment A 121

, A 141
, etc., which are 

commonly extracted from ftuorescence polarization measurements. In this paper we show how 
these can be simply extracted from CDAD spectra. This technique can be used in principle to 
extract the moments to any order. 

INTRODUCTION 

Circular dichroism in photoelectron angular distribu
tions (CDAD) involves photoionization with left and right 
circularly polarized light. >- l The CDAD spectrum is defined 
as the difference in the photoelectron angular distributions 
obtained for these two cases. •-l Recently we showed that 
CDAD can be used to probe alignment in gas phase atoms 
and linear molecules. 1 Alignment can arise in a variety of 
experimental situations, including photoabsorption,• atom
diatom collisions,' unimolecular processes/ electron stimu
lated desorption of adsorbed molecules, 7 and molecular scat· 
tering from surfaces. • Often this alignment is parametrized 
through the mom~nts of alignment A 121,..4 14 1

, etc., which are 
commonly extracted from ftuorescence polarization experi· 
ments. 9-l2 In this paper we show how these moments can be 
simply extracted from CDAD spectra. As in saturated laser 
optical pumping cxperiments,13 this technique can be used in 
principle to extract the moments to any order. This feature 
differs from that of a standard laser-induced ftuorescence 
(LIF) experiment11 in which L.., .. x = 2N + 2, where N is 
the number of exciting photons. The reason for this differ
ence is that in the angle-resolved photoionization process the 
electron can carry away an arbitrary amount of angular m<> 
mentum from the system whereas in LIF the ftuorescence 
photon can only carry away one unit. 

In the experiment we consider here, linearly polarized 
light is used to pump the molecular sample to an aligned 
excited state (though we emphasize that CDAD can be used 
in principle to probe alignment created by any of the above 
methods) . The light is polarized along the z axis of the labo
ratory frame and propagates along the JC axis. After the 
alignment is created, circularly polarized light (left or 
right), copropagating with the original pump light, is used to 
photoionizc the sample. The electrons are collected in the 
plane at right angl~s to the propagation direction of the light 
(Fig. 1 ).In our laboratory frame, the angles (0, .~,) for the 
propagation vector of the circularly polarized light are hence 
(90",0") and the electron collection angles (0 •• ~.) are 
(0• ,90"). 

"'Contribution No. 7422. 

THE AUGNMENT 

Consider a molecule in a J = S/2 state. The state has six 
magnetic substates, M1 = + S/2, + 3/2, + 1/2, - 1/2, 
- 3n, - sn. If all the substates are equally populated, the 

state is considered isotropic. However, if the substates with 
different IM1 I values have dift'crcnt populations, the state is 
considered a/ign~d. 11 For example, 

J=sn 
Relative 

population 
M, 

Q 

sn 3n 
~ 

1/2 

Q 

- 112 - 3n - s12 
represents an aligned state. As shown in Ref. 1, molecules 
which arc aligned exhibit CDAD. 

The CDAD spectrum for a molecule in a given M 1 state 
can be written• ·•• as 

IM,<o. ) = Yll({~,.~,> I,P~~YL' - 1 <O •• ;.>. (1) 
L ' 

where/(0) is the CDAD intensity andY LM (0.~) is a spheri
cal harmonic. The calculation of the P ~"s which contain all 
the dynamical information about the molecule of interest 
has been described in Ref. 1. (Here P ~~ = 2,J2/J ~: 1 of Ref. 
1.) The details arc not of interest here. The important point 
is that each M 1 substate has a different CDAD spectrum 
(Fig. 2 of Ref. 1). The CDAD spectrum for an arbitrary 
alignment will be a sum of the spectra for given M 1 's weight
ed by the relative population of each substate: 

I<O.) = ~ NMJM,<O.). (2) 

where N M , represents the relative populations of the sub
states." These N M/S are the values of interest for they con
tain all the alignment information. At this point, to extract 
theN M, 's, one would have to calculate the CDAD spectrum 
for each M 1 and determine by fit which linear combination 
of spectra reproduces the experimental spectrum. We will 
now discuss a much cleaner method to determine the align
ment. 

As an alternative to the N M, description of alignment, 
we can express the alignment in a "spherical" basis": 

(3) 
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z 

hv' 

1) 

2) 

left or right 

Here theA ILl are the state multipole moments of the align· 
ment (A 101 is the monopole momel'\t, A cu is the dipole mo
ment, etc.). The T~' are spherical tensor operators defined 
as II 

(4) 

where (JJM1 ...:·M,ILO) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 
For example, for J = 5/2, 

X } . 
X ~ ~ -I -~ - ~. 

X ~ -I -~ -~ -I ~. 

X ~ -1 -~ ~ 1 -~. 

X -~ ~ ~ -~ } . 
.lJ) -~0 ' -1. 

1/2 - 1/2 - 3/2 - 5/2 

For any distribution of N M , an equivalent linear combina

tion of T~' can be found to describe the distribution. Be
cause the T~' are known, a knowledge of all A oLI is equiva
lent to a knowledge of all N M,· 

The advantage of using the T~' can be seen as follows. 
Substitution of Eqs. ( 1 ) and ( 3) into Eq. ( 2) : 

1(9*) = Y11 (9,,;,> +A ILl~ T~' 

XLP~~YL . -1(9.~.>. (5) 
L ' 

On performing the sum over M1 in the above equation, one 

Creation of Alignment 

FlO. I. Experimenlal confiauration for mea· 
surement ofCDAD spectra. 

Probe of Alignment 

obtains L = L '. Then 

1(9.) = Y .. <9,.;,> +A IL>/JL YL-l (9 •. ;.) 

with 

P- -~ TM'PM' L- L L • 
J 

(6) 

(7) 

Equation (7) requires that only even L will contribute to 
CDAD. This result arises because B 't' = 0 for L odd. Thus, 
CDAD only provides A 121

, A ••1
, A 161, etc. CDAD from A 101, 

which represents equal population of all M1 levels, vanishes 
because this distribution lacks any alignment. 1 

In an actual experiment, the photon direction (9,,;,> 
and the electron collection plane <;.) are both fixed. We 
will now specialize, Eq. (6) to the experimental configura-
tion described earlier, i.e., (9,,;,) = (90",()") and;. = 90". 
Then 

(8) 

where 

p =-'-· [3(2£+1))1/lfJ • 
L 417' 2L(L + 1) L 

(9) 

In Eq. (8), P't<cos 9) is an associated Legendre polynomi· 
al. The imaginary factor "i" in Eq. (9) is a necessary result 
since, as pointed out in Ref. I, the P 't' are pure imaginary 
and/(9•) must be real. Equation (8) is the key result of this 
paper. It shows that the quadrupole moment of the align· 
mentA 121 will make a P ~ (cos 9• ) contribution to the shape 
of the CDAD spectra. the hexadecapole moment a 
P! (cos 9• ) contribution, and so on. The relative weights of 
these contributions depend on the molecular details of the 
problem. From the orthogonality of the P ;, the moments of 
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the alignment can be written as 

A (L )p = (2L + I) [Ice ) 
L 2(L + I )(L) 0 • 

XP l (cos e. )sin e. de• 

(2L + I) f/l J(e 
= (L +I )(L) o •) 

(10} 

XP l (cos e. )sin e. de• , ( 11) 

where Eq. (II) follows from Eq. ( 10) because Lis even as 
described earlier. 

Using Eq. (II), the alignment parameters A (L> (L 
even) can be easily obtained once thePL are known. 16 These 
pL can be calculated in a straightforward way by ab initio 
methods. o-J Alternatively, if the molecules can be prepared 
in a state of known alignment (i.e., known A ( L>), the .8 L can 
be experimentally determined. These values can then be used 
to probe unknown alignments. Note that Eq. (II) puts no 
upper limit on the value of L. 
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~ de.tail~ ex~rimental and theoretical study of dichroic effects in photoelectron angular 
dJStnbuuons IS reponed for ( 1 + 1 ) , two-color REMPI of NO via theA 21:+, v = 0 state. 
<;>Ptically aligned A state rotational levels are probed through ionization by circularly polarized 
light. Resultant pho~oelectron ~gular distributions exhibit significant left-right asymmetry, 
the phase and magrutude of which are shown to be related to the curvature of the excited state 
MJ distribution. Theoretical calculations involving a full ab initio treatment of the ionization 
dynamics result in circularly dichroic angular distribution (CDAD) parameters in good 
agreement with those derived experimentally. Additional effects including hyperfine 
depolarization and coherence are also discussed in relation to the observed CDAD data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An (n + m) resonantly enhanced multiphoton ioniza
tion (REMPI) process can be perceived as an m-photon 
ionization out of an aligned/oriented excited state created by 
the n-photon optical excitation. Atomic and molecular 
states can also be aligned by a variety of other methods in
cluding external fields, 1•

2 particle excitation, 3 surface scat
tering, • photodissociation, 5 etc. In conventional methods for 
probing the state alignment, the anisotropy of either the flu
orescence emitted by the state itself or the laser induced flu
orescence (LIF) out the state is observed.6 More recently, a 
( I + 1 ) REMPI technique based on angle integrated cross 
sections has also been developed to probe ground state align
ment.' 

Recently, the photoelectron angular distributions re
sulting from ionization out of an aligned state have been 
shown to exhibit a dichroic behavior; i.e., electron angular 
distributions from aligned target states are different for pho
toionization with left or right circularly polarized light. This 
circular dichroism in angular distributions ( CDAD) exists 
for nonchiral molecules, persists at the electric dipole ap
proximation level, and is a direct signature of the state align
ment. Predictions were made for the magnitude of the 
CDAD signal for adsorbed atoms and molecules, "·9 and also 
for gas-phase atoms and molecules whose state alignment is 
created by the absorption of linearly polarized photons. 10 

The first experimental demonstration ofCDAD was recent
ly reponed. 13 

These theoretical and experimental CDAD studies have 

• > Preseut lddress: Depanment of Chemistry, University of Kentucky, U.x
inaton, K Y 40S06-0055. 

• • Contribution No. 7642. 

illustrated the magnitude of the effect and raise the possibil
ity of employing CDAD as a technique for extracting the 
alignment of the initial state of the system. 12 There are two 
features that strengthen this possibility. First is the factori
zation of the photoionization matrix elements out of the 
CDAD expressions and second is the ease ofbacktransform
ing the alignment of the resonant state to that of the initial 
state in an (n linear+ 1 circular)-type CDAD experiment. 

As a prelude to this application, we have carried out an 
experimental and theoretical CDAD study of excitation-in
duced alignment of NO in ( 1 + I) REMPI via the A 21: + 

v = 0 state. The two-color photoionization process utilized 
in this work can be expressed as a pump-probe sequence as 
follows: 

NO(X 2n,v• = 0,.1") + y( -226 nm,linearly polarized) 

(1) 

NO"(A 21:. + ,v' = 0,.1') + y'(266 nrn, circularly polarized) 

-No+cxtl:.+,v+ =0> +e-. (2) 

The pump radiation in process ( 1) is tuned to induce known 
rotational transitions and produce aligned populations of A 
state IJ' Mr) substates (Mr is the space-lilted projection of 
total angular momentum J'). This alignment is detected 
through subsequent ionization of A state molecules with 
lilted-frequency, circularly polarized probe laser radiation. 
Photoelectron angular distributions are a measure of the 
photoelectron intensity variation as a function of the angle 
between the linear polarization vector of the pump beam and 
the electron detection axis. Circular dichroism in photoelec
tron angular distributions (CDAD) is determined as the 
difference between photoionizations carried out using left-
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and right-handed circularly polarized probe radiation. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

As shown schematically in Fig. I, circular dichroism 
measurements require a pump-probe arrangement of two 
laser beams with independently controllable polarizations. 
The tunable laser radiation used for the excitation (pump) 
step was obtained by nonlinear mixing (Quanta Ray WEX) 
of the frequency doubled output from a dye laser (Quanta 
Ray PDL) with residual IR photons from the pulsed (20 
Hz) Nd:YAG pump laser (Quanta Ray DCR). Output 
powers of up-mixed dye laser radiation at 226 nm are typi
cally in the range 0.5-I.S mJ/pulse using a mixture of R590 
and R610 laser dyes (Exciton) in a ratio of approximately 
10:1. The ionization (probe) laser beam is generated simul
taneously by the same laser system. A 5% beam splitter in
serted into the dye laser directs a portion of the 532 nm 
Nd:YAG output through telescopic optics to a frequency 
doubling crystal cell (in rad) which produces a beam at 266 
nm with powers in the range 1-2 mJ/pulse. 

Both laser beam outputs are linearly polarized greater 
than 95%; however, each beam passes through a Glan polar
izing prism to ensure 100% polarization purity before the 
polarization vectors are modified further. The polarization 
vector of the tunable dye laser radiation is rotated with a 
Soleil-Babinet (Karl Lambrecht) compensator tuned to 
1/2 wave retardation at the wavelength of interest. The 
probe laser beam is passed through a 1/ 4 wave plate (CVI) 
which converts linearly polarized 266 nm radiation to circu
larly polarized radiation when the axis of the 1/4 wave plate 
is at an angle of 45' with respect to the incoming polarization 
vector. The axis of the 1/4 wave plate can occupy two inequi
valent positions corresponding to production of opposite
handed circular polarization designated "left" and "right." 
The pump beam is admitted to the photoelectron spectrom
eter chamber unfocused and the counterpropagating probe 

beam is focused through a 250 nm focal length lens mounted 
on a translation stage to allow adjustable beam overlap for 
maximum two-color (I + I) REMPI signal. 

A complete description and illustration of the photo
electron spectrometer system can be found in Ref. 14. In the 
present investigation, two different sample introduction 

. methods were utilized to admit nitric oxide target molecules 
to the interaction region of the spectrometer system. Tore
duce the congestion of the A state (v = 0) rotational spec
trum, angular distribution measurements were performed 
on rotationally "cold" NO produced by high pressure ex
pansions (40psi) ofa4% mixtureofNO (Matheson, 99.6% 
purity) in argon. The chamber pressure was typically 0.6-
1.5 X 10-' Torr for pulsed molecular beam valve (Newport 
Corp. BV 1000) operation in the PES apparatus. The NO/ 
AI gas pulses enter the interaction region at right angles to 
both the propagation direction of the laser and the detector 
axis of the spectrometer ftight tube. Measurements for tran
sitions of high J* or of 2n312 ground state (P12 branch) 
molecules were performed with neat, room temperature NO 
gas samples admitted through an effusive nozzle ( 70 }lm 

diameter) attached below the interaction region and facing 
the 1.5 mm aperture entrance to the PES ftight tube. 

Circular dichroism measurements of photoelectron an
gular distributions are the result of the difference between an 
experiment performed with the probe laser converted to left
handed polarization and a subsequent scan taken with right
handed circular polarization. Photoelectrons ejected at right 
angles to the counterpropagating pump/ probe laser beams 
were collected (-I X 10-3 sr) as a function of the angle (8) 

between the linear polarization vector of the pump beam and 
the detector axis of the TOF spectrometer. A photodiode 
triggered by the dye laser pulse provides a time zero for the 

· photoelectron time of ftight. The TOF photoelectron spec
trum presented in Fig. 2 shows the relative amounts of two
color ( 1 + I) and one-color (I + I) . ionization when the 
dye laser polarization is parallel to the detector axis. The 
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FIG. I . Schematic or th , experimental set· 
up. Individual components described in 
the text. 
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectrum reoultin& from (I + I), one- and two-<:olor 
REMPI of NO via the Q, + R 11 (3/2) rotational branch of the 
A,u'- 0-X,u'- 0 transition. Both laser beams were linearly polarized 
with their polarization directions at (J = 0". The difference in kinetic ener
gies between the photoelectron peaks correspond to the energy difference 
between the 266 (two-<:olor) and 226.3 nm (onc-<:olor) ionizing photons. 

Rydberg character of the A state is manifested by the exis
tence of a single photoelectron peak corresponding to pro
duction ofv+ = 0 states of the NO"' ion. Thus, the angular 
dependence is determined by monitoring the REMPI photo
electrons in the two-color v + = 0 channel for a specific rota
tional transition as a function of pump laser polarization 
angle determined by the Soleii-Babinet comPensator. Data 
was accumulated for SO laser shots for each angle increment
ed by 10" during 12 scans of 360". Collection of the digitized 
output of the multichannel plate photoelectron detector and 
control ofSoleil-Babinet stage rotations were accomplished 
through the use of CAMAC molecules (Kinetic Systems 
3912 Crate Controller, LeCroy 8828 Transient Recorder, 
Kinetic Systems 3112 12-bit DAC) interfaced to a PDP II/ 
73 minicomputer. 

Angular scans were taken under similar conditions for 
both left- and right-handed probe polarizations. The first 
and last 180" segments of the 360" scans were averaged, 
three-point smoothed and normalized to the cross section at 
90" before the difference was taken between left- and right
handed data. The resultant CDAD curves were fit analyti
cally to associated Legendre polynomials to extract coeffi
cients indicative of the excited state alignment. 

Ill. THEORY 

A. Alignment 

In the present experiment, the ground state molecules 
are distributed isotropically, i.e., all the MJ sublevels for a 
given J • level have the same population. However, after one 
photon absorption of linearly polarized light, the substates 
of different values of 1•\fJ I acquire different populations, re
sulting in an " aligned" excited state. 6 The details of this 
alignment depend on the excitation branch (P, Q, orR) and 
are reftected qualitatively by the sign of the state multi pole 
momentA2 (Fig. 3 ). Note that aJ' = 1/2 state cannot sup
port any alignment (A 2 = 0) since the MJ = 1/2 and 

p 

Q 

R 

~-~ 2 2 I • ~ ~ ' I 
.. J'" ~ ~ ~ "4 -~ -~ 

- I I I ' -
.. J ' • ~ ~ ~ "4 -~ -~ 

"z <O 

"z >O 

Az <O 

FIG. 3. Relative M, population distributions for an upper J' = ~/2 level 
populated via one-photon P, Q. and R transitions. A, is the quadrupole mo
ment of the alitptment u described in tbe text. 

MJ = - 1/2 sublevels will always have the same popula
tion. For one photon excitation from an isotropic initial state 
with linearly polarized light, the relative populations 
N(MJ') of the excited state are given by" 

(
J' 1 J" )2 

N(MJ') a: MJ' 0 - Mr (3) 

where J • represents the total angular momentum of the ini
tial state and J' that of the excited state. The conversion from 
the N(MJ ) description of alignment to that of A L is straight
forward.6 

B.CDAD 

The CDAD intensity, defined as I coAo (8) = 
I LEFT (8) -/RIGHT (8), is given by 11 

(4a) 

where 

_aL =ALPL · (4b) 

A L are the state multi pole moments of the alignment for the 
resonant state, P l (cos 8) are associated Legendre polyno
mials, and 8 is the angle between the pump photon polariza
tion vector and the electron collection direction. All infor
mation concerning the photoionization dynamics are 
incorporated inPL. The fact that the moment index L of the 
aUgnment (AL) is the same as that for the photoelectron 
(/3L) is unique to CDAD and is not true for typical photo
electron angular distributions. It is this fact that makes 
CDAD so useful for studying alignment. 

In general, the alignment of a state is characterized by 
even moments A0 , A~, A 4 , etc. However, for one photon exci
tation from an unaligned ground state, only A 0 and A~ are 
nonzero. Since A 0 does not contribute to the alignment (A0 

relates only to the total population of the state6
) the CDAD 

intensity reduces to 

fcoAo(8) =A~2P~(cos8) (Sa) 

= i..f~2 sin 28. (Sb) 

The J dependence of ,8 L can be factored out as 
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(6) 

where.B L is explicitly independent ofJ'; it depends on J' only 
through the variation of the cross section with the photoelec
tron kinetic energy. Because rotational spacin~s are small, 
we can ignore this latter dependence and treat {3 L as a con
stant. X2 (J') has a simple expression in J ', the value of which 

quickly approaches a highJ'limit of - ~(J'/2) .16 The im
portant point here is that allP L (for any value otJ') have the 
same sign, so that any change in the sign of A.jJ2 is due to a 
change in the sign of the moment A 2 (ignoring coherence 
eft""ects). 

C. Normalization of the CDAD spectra 

The experimental and theoretical values of A.jJ2 pre
sented in this work are all normalized by dividing the raw 
value by the intensity of the left or right spectrum at 90" 
[IL..., (90") ]. In this way the relative magnitude of the 
CDAD signal to the left or right photoionization signal can 
be obtained. However, the photoionization dynamics and 
alignment are intimately entangled in the value of I L . .o: ( 90"). 
(The alignment dependence can be seen in Fig. 2 of Ref. 10.) 
Nevertheless, a semiquantitative statement can be made 
about the trends in the A .jJ2 values reported in this fashion. 
The value of IL.JO: (90") can be written 

IL..., (90") = co-40 + c~2 , (7) 

where c0 and c2 depend on the photoionization dynamics and 
on J'. Generally, the leading term co-40 dominates the expres
sion and so we can write 

IL.JO: (90") -co-4o (8) 

from which it follows that 

A.jJ2 a: [<2J' -1)(2J' + 3)]
112

. ~ 
IL..., (90") J'(J' + 1) A0 ' 

(9) 

where the explicit J' dependent part of the above expression 
is that for the ratio (P2/c0 ) . 

16 Indeed, if one plots the theo
retical values of the left-hand side ofEq. (9) vs those of the 
right-hand side for all the clean branches given in this paper, 
a graph very close to a straight line is obtained (Fig. 4). Note 
that this approximation cannot be applied to the mixed 
branches. For one photon excitation with linearly polarized 
light from an unaligned initial state the following relations 
hold: 

Pbranch: 

~= - [<2J"- 3)(J" -1)]112. 
A0 5(2J" + l)J" ' 

Rbranch: 

(10) 

~=-[(2J"+S)(J"+2>]112. (11) 
A 0 5(2J"+1)(J"+1) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (9) is directly proportional to the 
alignment parameter A ~2 > commonly used in LIF studies.~·6 

D. Coherence 

Mixed branches such as Q21 + R 11 oft""er two indistin
guishable pathways (within the resolution of this experi
ment) to ionization. In addition to direct contributions to 

I I.,R(90•J 

0.08 

0.04 

R(3/2l 

R(l712l 
R(2512l 

P(7/2l 

P(5/2l 

[
(2J'-1)(2J'+3l]"2 ~ 

J'<J'•Il Ao 

FIG. 4. Graphical representation o( the direct relationship between the 
CDAD intensity nonnalized at fJ- 90" and lhe relative moments o( the 
excited state alignment (or one photon excitation with linearly polarized 
tight [see Eq. ( 9) in the text]. 

the photoelectron signal by each branch individually, a co
herent contribution arising from interference between the 
pathways can also contribute to the signal. The transition 
probability then involves a coherent sum over these two 
paths 

Transition probability 

= IRpotb + Qpothl 2 ( 12a) 

( 12b) 

where the last term in Eq. ( 12b) represents the interference 
of the Rand Q excitation paths. Whether or not this coher
ence contributes depends on the energy splitting Ubetween 
the unresolved intermediate states. The coherence lifetime 
( r coh = fr/ U) associated with this splitting must be longer 
than the apparent "lifetime" of the state (in this case the 
excited state is ionized within the laser pulse duration - 10 
ns). If r cob is shorter than this time, the coherence dies away 
before the intermediate state is probed. 

E. Calculations 

The details for obtaining the value of A.}J2 are given in 
Refs. 10 and 11. The calculations "with hyperfine" include 
long-time limit, average hyperfine depolarization as de
scribed in Ref. 6. For mixed branches, the spectra for the 
individual branches are weighted by the relative line 
strengths given in Ref. 17. The coherence effects are treated 
in the two extreme limits; one in which complete coherence 
persists and the other wherein the coherence is time aver
aged out. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The CDAD results obtained in this investigation of two
color ( 1 + 1 ) photoionization of NO are shown in Figs. S-7 
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and summarized in Table I. The alignment parameters A }11 
listed Table I for each transition are extracted as coefficients 
of an analytical least-squares lit of the angular distribution 
data to the associated Legendre polynomials series of Eq. 
( 4a). The coefficients are normalized to the intensity of the 
left or right spectrum at 90". Coefficient errors listed are 
statistical errors determined by the analytical lit and do not 
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represent confidence level or r~roducibility. 

Theoretical values for A.Jl1 are also listed in Table I. 
The ."theory with hyperfine" values have been calculated for 
low J only since hyperfine effects are negligible at higher J. 6 

These latter values represent the average depolarization one 
would expect in the long-time limit. However, in these ex
periments the exicted molecules are ionized after S-10 ns. 
Because the hyperfine precession occurs on the same time 
scale, 11 a rigorous investigation of the extent of depolariza
tion would require a more sophisticated dynamical treat
ment. The theory with hyperline values then should be inter
preted as long time limit values which would be completely 
attained if the time delay between pump and probe laser 
pulses was increased. • 

The phases of the experimental and theoretical A ,j31 a.re 
clearly branch dependent as seen in Table I . Because A,/32 

values for the mixed branches are opposite in sign from the 
clean P and R branches, the experimental data indicate that 
the mixed branches are dominated by the Q component, a 
fact which is supported by calculation [the anomalous 
Q21 + R 11 (1/ 2) result will be addressed later] . The opposite 
phase for the Q branch is most clearly seen in Fig. S, in which 
all three spectra arise from the same J ' = 3/ 2 intermediate 
state. This opposite phase for the Q branch is a direct result 
of the opposite alignment shown in Fig. 3. 

In terms of the magnitudes of the A }11 values, the ex
perimental data fall into two groups relative to the theoreti
cal values. The first group is comprised of the low J • values, 
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TABLE I. SlliiUil&rY of results for uperimenw and theoretical CDAD parame~en for (I + I), two-color 
REMPI of NO throuJh various rotational transitions. . 

Ex~ent' Theory Theory wit~ hyper!ine• 
Branch J" A,P, A}J, A,P, 

P, 3/2 + 0.004(0.00~) 0 0 
P, ~/2 + 0.038(0.00~) +0.033 +0.010 
P, 7/2 + 0.036(0.006) +0.047 +0.029 

P,, 3/2 -0.001(0.003) 0 0 
Pn ,/2 + 0.03,(0.002) + 0.033 +0.010 
Pn 7/2 + 0.028(0.004) +0.047 + 0.029 

Q,+P,, 31/2 - 0.060(0.004) -0.136 
Q,+P,, 33/2 - 0.069(0.003) -0.137 

Q,,+R, 1/2 - 0.0~(0.008) +0.0S4' +0.016 
Q,,+R, 3/2 - 0.0,6(0.008) - o.oJ.4• +0.006 
Q,,+R, 27/2 - 0.024(0.002) -0.032 

R,, 1/2 + 0.070(0.003) +0.1" + 0.048 
R,, 3/2 + 0.069(0.004) +0.126 +0.078 
R,, 17/2 + 0.0~8(0.003) +0.093 
R,, 2'12 + 0.063(0.003) +0.089 

• Normaliud to the ditrerential cross ...,tion at (J = 90'. Tabulated coellicients represent averages determined 
from alle•periments performed on each lin.,. Errors given in parmtheses only represent the statistic.al accura· 
cy of the paramelen utracted from the fittins procedure. 

"Only c.alculated for low J •. 
' - 0.182 with coherence. 
•- 0.139 with coherence. 

which lie in general between the theoretical values with and 
without hyperfine depolarization. For the P 11 (3/2) and 
P 12(3/2) branches, which both accessaJ' = 1/ 2 intermedi
ate state, A fl2 is found to be zero within experimental error 
since this intermediate state cannot support any alignment. 
The experimental CDAD spectrum for the P 12 ( 3/ 2) branch 
is shown in Fig. 6. It is apparent from Table I and Fig. S that 
the A fl2 values for the P branches are smaller than those for 
R branches. It should also be noted that in the weak field 
regime, the clean P 11 (J ·)and P 12 (J •) branches yield identi
cal CDAD which reflects the independence oftheA2/A0 on 
the fine structure component of the ground state. These re
sults are predicted by Eqs. ( 10) and ( 11 ). 

The second group of data is comprised of high J • results 
in which the experimental Afl2 values are systematically 
lower than the theoretical values. The origin of this quantita
tive discrepancy is not clear at this time. Nevertheless, both 
the experimental and theoretical results indicate that the 
Q21 + R 11 (27/2) Afl2 value is much lower than the other 
values at high J • . The reason for this result is straighrfor
ward. The R21 ( 17/2) and R 21 (2S/2) branches are "clean" 
excitations while the Q 11 + P21 (31/2) and Q11 + P21 (33/ 2) 
excitations have a Q component with a line strength roughly 
five times that of the P component. 17 The Q and R compo
nents of the Q21 + R 11 ( 27 / 2) transition, on the other hand, 
have roughly the same line strengths. 17 Because Q and R 
branches have opposite CDAD phases, the CDAD spec
trum for this mixed branch is almost completely annihilated, 
with a small amount of R character surviving. CDAD spec
trafortheQ21 +R 11 (27/2) andR21 (2S/2) lines are shown 
in Fig. 7. _ 

The most surprising A,P2 value obtained is that for the 

Q21 + R 11 (1/2) transition. The experimental phase is oppo
site that of theory. For this mixed line, the Q component 
accesses J' = I /2 in the intermediate state w bile the R com
ponentaccessesJ ' = 3/2. TheQcomponentcannotcontrib
ute directly to CDAD since it leads to a J' = 1/2 upper state 
which cannot support any alignment. For this reason, one 
would predict the Q21 + R 11 ( 1/2) line to haveanAfl2 value 
with the same phase as the clean R branches. However, ex
perimentally the opposite phase is found. Various experi
mental conditions were changed in an attempt to eliminate 
possible artifacts which could give rise to this reverse phase 
effect, e.g., laser pulse duration ( 10 to 2 ns), laser beam 
intensities, focal volumes, and external fields. Under all con
ditions the CDAD remained unchanged. A linear depen
dence of the integrated two-color (I + I) photoelectron sig
nal on pump laser power also verified that the measurements 
were not made in a saturated power regime. 

We attribute the anomalous CDAD phase to coherent 
excitation of the intermediate state. The coherent lifetime 
r cob associated with the J ' = 1/2, 3/2 energy splitting is ap
proximately - 4S ns. Clearly, coherence can survive the time 
delay between excitation and ionization. Therefore, while 
the Q component of the Q21 + R 11 ( 1/2 ) branch cannot con
tribute directly to the CDAD spectrum, it can contribute by 
interfering with the R component. The interference contri
bution in Eq. ( 12) is calculated to have the opposite phase 
and a larger magnitude than the direct R contribution as 
indicated in Table I. 

As J ' increases the splitting between the energy levels 
increases and r coh decreases. For N = I, J' = 3/2, S/2, r coh 

is found to be -27 ns. In this case, coherence can contribute 
to the Q2, + R 11 (3/2) transition, although the Q contribu-
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tion is already dominant without coherence. At high J ',how
ever, the coherent lifetime becomes too short for coherence 
toaffecttheCDADspectra;e.g.,atJ' = 29/2,31/2, T00h ::4 
ns. Note that with complete coherence included, the experi
mentaiA,P2 values for the Q21 + R 11 (1/2) and (3/2) tran
sitions fall between the theoretical values with and without 
hyperfine depolarization. (The with hyperfine results are 
long time limit results in which the coherence is assumed to 
have died away.) 

The presence of coherence seems to be the only plausible 
explanation for the Q21 + R 11 ( 1/2) result. Coherence might 
be studied further by examining the magnitude and phase of 
the CDAD spectrum for this mixed branch as a function of 
the delay time between pump and probe pulses. Such experi
ments will be the focus of future investigations. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The role of the CDAD method in determination of ex
cited state alignment has been firmly established by this and 
the previous study for REMPI-PES of nitric oxide. 13 CDAD 
has the same characteristic as fluorescence anisotropy mea
surements in LIF in that it provides a direct positive identifi
cation of excited state alignment just by the existence of a 
dichroic signal. CDAD studies are of more general applica~ 
bility than LIF since the target levels are not required to be 
connected to fluorescing states for detection. The ability of 
photoelectron angular distributions to probe higher mo
ments of the excited state alignment (L>4) is an additional 
feature of CDAD measurements. 11·16 At present, however, 
the CDAD technique is more experimentally demanding 
than fluorescence methods due to the smaller inherent col
lection solid angle of the electron analyzer and the necessity 
for two laser beams with independently controlled polariza
tions. 

The A}2 values obtained from CDAD measurements 
contain information about excited state alignment in both 
their phase and magnitude; the former relates to the shape of 
the excited state M, distribution and the latter relates to the 
degree of the alignment. The possibility of probipg coherent 
excitation with CDAD is suggested by some of results pre
sented here. 

The present studies provide a foundation for extensions 
of the CDAD technique to the study of ground state align
ment induced by chemical processes. In particular, the use
fulness of ( 1 + I) CDAD as a probe of photofragment 
alignment was addressed in a recent paper. 12 That work 
showed that if the A}2 values for two different branches 

arising from the same J • were compared, the initial state 
alignment can be obtained independent of the photoioniza
tion dynamics. Experimental studies of ground state align
ment induced by photofragmentation of molecular precur
sors containing weakly bound NO (e.g., CH30N0) are 
currently in progress. 
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In recent years, the alignment of photofragments creat
ed by photodissociation of polyatomic molecules has been 
under intense investigation. 1_. Alignment information pro
vides insight into the dynamics of the photodissociation pro
cess. Until now, fluorescence techniques (most often laser
induced fluorescence or LIF) have been used almost 
exclusively to determine the photofragment alignment. 1_. In 
this Comment we report a new method for probing photo
fragment alignment, namely, circular dichroism in the pho
toelectron angular distributions (COAD).M Most impor
tantly, we demonstrate here that the photofragment 
alignment can be extracted from the CDAD spectra in a 
straightforward manner, indeJHndent of the photoionization 
dynamics. We believe this characteristic should enhance the 
practicality of this technique. CDAD has recently been ob
served experimentally.7 Here, we only give the highlights of 
this new method: the details will be given in a later publica
tion.• 

The ( I + I) CDAD experiment involves excitation of 
the photofragment with linearly polarized light to an elec-

. tronically excited state followed by photoionization with left 
or right circularly polarized light. 5.6 To simplify the descrip
tion of the experimental arrangement, we assume the disso
ciation laser and excitation laser to be the same. The CDAD 
experiment is then performed as follows: Through the mo
lecular sample, the linearly polarized dissociation/excita
tion pump laser is co-/counterpropagated with the circular
ly polarized probe laser. The polarization vector of the pump 
laser is rotated by a polarizer. A photoelectron detector is 
foced in the plane at right angles to the propagation direc
tions of the lasers. Angular distributions are obtained as a 
function of 9, the angle between the pump polarization di
rection and the photoelectron collection direction. 

The difference between the photoelectron angular dis
tributions obtained using left and right circularly polarized 
light is called the CDAD spectrum. 5•6 In a recent paper, 6 we 
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have shown that the CDAD spectrum bas the simple form 

/(9) =~aLP l (cos 9), 

where 

(1) 

aL =A.LPL· (2) 

Here, A. L is the state multi pole moment describing the vccit· 
ed state alignment and P L is a J-dependent quantity (where 
Jis the total angular momentum of the excited state) which 
contains dynamical information about the photoionization 
process. 5•6 For a photofragmentation reaction in which the 
ground state alignment of the pbotofragment is described 
solely by A. 0 and A. i 9 (primes for the ground state), L in Eq. 
( 1) can take two values, 2 and 4. 

The ground state photofragment alignment is typically 
characterized by one parameter A. ~1>9 which is related by a 
simple formula to the ratio A. i!A. o·' To obtain A. ~1 > with 
CDAD, one measures the ( 1 + 1) CDAD spectra for two 
dilrerent branches, i and k, and determines the ratio 
R = ~ 1 a~ [ a1 from Eq. ( 1 ) ]. The ground state alignment is 
then given simply by 

A. m _ <M~ -M~R> (3) 
0 

- (M~ -M~R) 
TheM's have general analytical forms which are too lengthy 
to express or derive here.• We specialize them here for the 

o\v b 
(1 + 1) scheme in NO,X 1fl- A. 1:I- ion (Table I). TheE 
values in the table are the one-photon relative line intensities 
for the dilrerent branches which are given in analytical form 
for a 2fl - 1I transition by Earls. 10 to get theM values for a 
mixed branch (P11 + Q11 for example) one simply adds the 
M values (with the correct values of E) for the individual 
branches. We emphasize that these expressions are not clas· 
sicallimits but rather a result oflengthy algebraic evaluation 
of 3J, 6J, and 9J symbols. 

Why does Eq. ( 3) look so simple? The answer is that the 
PL in Eq. (2) can be factored into aJ-dependent part (with 
3J and 6J symbols) and a dynamical part independent of J.' 
The latter part cancels in the ratio R so that the dynamical 
information about the pbotoionization process is removed 
from Eq. ( 3). TheM's also contain the angular momentum 
algebra necessary to conven the excited state alignment 
created by one-photon absorption back into the ground state 
alignment (neglecting saturation elrects). Simple expres· 
sions for theM's as in Table I should be obtainable for other 
molecules and other transition schemes as well. 

Which branches should be chosen to determine A. ~2 >7 It 
will be shown elsewhere• that P and R branches exhibit the 
greatest CDAD elrect when A. ~2> is negative, while Q 
branches show the greatest elrect when A. ~1> is positive. Since 
the value of A. ~1> is to be determined, a few branches should 
be checked to lind two suitable for use in Eq. ( 3). Our calcu
lations indicate that the maximum CDAD intensity in favor· 

TABLE I. MexprsaiOIISf« (I+ I) CDAD throuJb theA '~otateofNO 
( HWid'o case b). Here J il the total anJUiar a:'omentum of the photofraa· 
tDCilt illiti41atate. E il described in the texL 

Branch Mo M, 

p E (2J-3) 
J 

E 25(J+ 1)(2J-ll 
7J(2J-1) 

Q -E (2J-1)(2J+ll 
J(J+ 1) 

E 5(11J'+ IJJ-15) 
7J(J + 1) 

R E(2J+5) 
(J+ ll 

E HJ<U+ 5) 
7(J+ 1)(2J+ )) 

able branches will be about 20% of the intensity at f1' of the 
left (or right) spectrum. This is well within the current ex
perimental capability.' Measurements of photofragment 
alignment of NO by ( 1 + 1) CDAD are currently under
way. 11 

For NO photofragments in the 2fl ground state, uneven 
population of A doublet components ( fl + and fl-) in each 

. ofthemanifolds CZflt/1and 2fll/2) ispossible. 1
·l.4 This effect 

can be unraveled in a straightforward manner, requiring 
only the relative intensities ofthe left (or right) spectra at 
(} = f1' for a few specific branches. The CDAD spectra them· 
selves are not even required. Unwanted contributions to the 
photoelectron signal from pump laser ionization can like· 
wise be accounted for by similar measurements at (} = fJ'. 
Ionization by the pump laser can also be clearly suppressed 
by choosing an ( n + 1) CDAD scheme. Details will be pub
lished elsewhere.• 
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Chapter 7: Atomic and Molecular Alignment from Photoelectron 

Angular Distributions in (n+l) Resonantly Enhanced 

Multiphoton Ionization 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: R . L. Dubs, V . McKoy and S. N. 

Dixit, J . Chern. Phys. 88, 968 (1988).] 
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Two distinct (If+ I) REMPI techniques for obtaining the alignment of gas phase atoms and 
molecules from photoelectron angular distributions are presented. In both methods, the 
alignment is extracted from the angular distributions indt!~ndt!ntly of the photoionization 
dynamics. The first method, which takes advantage of circular dichroism in the angular 
distributions ( CDAD) has already been established experimentally as a useful probe of state 
alignment. The theory outlined in previous work is expanded here. The second method 
involves photoionization with light linearly polarizt!d along tht! photoel«tron collection 
dinction and is presented here for the first time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of gas phase atomic and molecular 
alignment has been intense in recent years. Alignment of 
atoms and molecules occurs by a variety of processes includ
ing particle excitation,• surface scattering,2 photoabsorp
tion, 3-5 photodissociation,6-" interaction with external 
fields, l6-la etc. Conventionally, fluorescence techniques are 
used to prove this state alignment. When the state of interest 
does not fluoresce itself,6.'·14·19 laser induced fluorescence 
(LIF) methods are used. Both one-1.9·" ·20-22 and two-pho
ton10-13·23 LIF schemes are now common. Saturated laser 
optical pumping has been coupled to LIF to probe state 
alignment as well. 24 On the other hand, angle-resolved 
(n + 1) resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization 
( REMPI) is not commonly used to probe state alignment. 
The bound-free nature of the ionization step, coupled with 
the anisotropy associated with photon absorption, causes the 
state alignment information to be intimately entangled with 
the photoionization dynamics. Even angle-integrated cross 
sections from (n + 1) REMPI contain alignment informa
tion mixed with the photoionization dynamics.2' 

In this paper we present two distinct methods for prob
ing initial state alignment using photoelectron angular dis
tributions obtained from (n + 1) REMPI processes. Both 
these methods determine the initial state alignment inde~n
dt!ntly of the photoionization dynamics. The first method 
takes advantage of circular dichroism in the angular distri· 
butions (CDAD).26-30 (n + 1) CDAD has already been es
tablished experimentally as a useful technique for the study 
of state alignment. 3 I.Jl Here we present many important fea
tures of CDAD which have been presented previously only 
in condensed form. l9.JO The second method, introduced here 
for the first time, involves (n + 1) REMPI with the ioniza
tion laser linearly polarized along the photoelectron collec· 
tion direction. For convenience, we will refer to this angle
resolved (n + 1) REMPI technique as PINDAD: 
polarization into detector-Qngular d"lStributions. 

•> Contribution No. 7659. 

II. THEORY 

We treat both (n + 1) REMPI methods as two 
steps21.l

3: ( 1) n-photon excitation to a resonant intermedi· 
ate state, and (2) one-photon ionization of the intermediate 
state. 

A.. n-photon excitation to the Intermediate state 

In both CDAD and PINDAD experiments the first step 
is n-photon excitation of the initial state to a resonant inter
mediate state by light linearly polarized along the laboratory 
frame z axis. The intermediate state alignment will depend 
on the initial state alignment and the anisotropy of the ,. 
photon absorption process. 

Consider one-photon absorption from an initial state 
with total angular momentumJ • and relative substrate pop
ulations N "''". The relative excited state populations, N Mr, 

following one-photon absorption of light linearly polarized 
along the laboratory frame z axis, are given by 

( r 1 r )2 

N,r =I-. N,'" Mr 0 -Mr (J'IIDIIJ")2, 

(1) 

where (J'IID IIJ") is a reduced matrix element whose value 
will be set equal to unity for now. TheN"''" are normalized 
such that29 

(2) 

As discussed in Ref. 29, an attractive alternative to the 
N.,, description of alignment is the AL description, where 
the AL 's are the state multipole moments21: 

N,, = ~AL T~'. 
Here, 

T~'= ( -l)J-111,(2L + n·,lc~J 

(3) 

L) o· 
(4) 
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TABLE I. Analytical ellpressiooa for c..;. C02, aud C, for one-photon absorption. 

s ..... ch c .. C02 

p 
3[(2J• + 1)(2J"- 1)] 112 

-1 rcu·-3)(/"-1))'" 
3(2J" +I) 11"(2J"- I) 

Q 
I I [<2J"-1)(2J"+3>]'" 

3(2J.+I) 3(2J"+Il 1/"(1"+1) 

R I -I [ (2J" + ~)(/" + 2) )'" 
3[(2J" + 1)(2J" + 3)] 111 3(2J" +I) ~(/" + 1)(2J" + 3) 

c, 
~[(/"-I)(/"+ 1)(2J" + 3)(2J"- 3) ] 111 

21 /"(2J" + 1)(2J• -I) 

( 111"2 + Ill"- 13) 
21 /"(/" + 1)(2J" +I) 

~[ (/" + 2)(/")(2J. + ~)(2J.- I) ] 112 112 

21 (J" + 1)(2J" + 1)(2J" + 3) 

Substituting Eqs. ( 3) and ( 4) into Eq. (l ) and rearranging 
we get 

one- and two-photon absorption are given in Tables I and II. 

For a given set of initial state alignment parameters AL. 
(here the tilde indicates the initial state), Eq. (S) can be used 
to calculate the intermediate state alignment parameters AL 
after n-photon absorption. For one-photon absorption, the 
CL.L are given by 

CL.L = ( -1)L+I[(2L. + 1)(2L+ 1)]112 

X~(2l+l)!J· J' ~) 
"t" r r L· 

(1 L)(L • L L) 
xo o o o o o· (6) 

For the case of two-photon absorption the C L .L are given 
by10 (see Ref. 34 for an exception) 

CL.L = ( -1)L[(2L. + 1)(2L + 1)) 112 

X~(2l+ 1)1;, ;. ~) 
"t" r r L. 

(2 2 L)(L • L L) 
xo o o o o o· . (7) 

We restrict our consideration to initial states which are 
"aligned" (substrates of the same IMr I have the same pop
ulation) and not "oriented" (no restriction on relative Mr 
population). In this case, both L • and L are even. 21

•
22 Sim

plified analytical expressions for Coo. C02, and C22 for both 

The relationship between the state multipole moments 
A0 and A2 and the alignment parameters A ~2 > commonly 
extracted from LIF experiments is given by10 

A n• = [<2J" + 3)(2J"- 1)]111. ~2 . (8) 
0 SJ"(J" +I) A0 

B. Photolonlzatlon of the resonant Intermediate state 

In Ref. 28, the differential cross section for photoioniza
tion of a resonant intermediate state was written in the form 

au 
an~,an, 

= ~ Nr.t,fl'ti."!Z·YL-r.t·<O •• ~.>YL .r.t·<O,.~,), 
L.fr.M· 

where 

p':f.:";,. 

= ( -1)"-(2L. + 1)1/2( 1 
-Po Po 

L .,D..,J 
0 jPLL"M"· 

(9) 

( 10) 

In Eq. (9), (0 •• ~.) denotes the collection angle of the 
photoelectron and co,.;,) denotes the photon polarization 
direction for linearly polarized light or the photon propaga
tion direction for circularly polarized light. All the angles 
are measured in the laboratory frame. N "'' represents the 
relative populations of the M1 . sublevels for the state being 
ionized and fJ ':f.·!;. contains aU the dynamical information 

TABLE II. Analytical ellp.--ionl for C..,. C02• aud C22 for tw<>-pho<on absorption. 

Braacb c.. 
I 

0 5[(21. + 1)(21. -)))'" 

,. I 
5[(21• + 1)(21• -I))'" 

Q 
I 

5(21' +I) 

~ 
5[(21' + 1)(21' + l)J"' 

s I 
5((21" + 1)(21" + 5ll'" 

c... 
- 2[ (I"- 2)(21.- 5) 
-7- 5(1"- 1)(21 . + 1)(21"- 1)(21 . 3) r 

cr + 5> [ c21·- 3> ]'" 
7(21• +I) ,_,.(1"- I )(21'- I) 

(21' + 5)(21"- 3) 
7(21" + 1)['-1'(1" + 1)(21' -1)(21. + 3)) 012 

(1"-4) [ (21"+5) ]'" 
7(21" +I) 5(/ ' + 1)(1" + 2)(21' + 3) 

-2[ (1"+3)(21'+7) ]'" 
-7- 5(1" + 2)(21• +I )(21' + 3)(21' + 5) 

c, 

__ 1 __ [<21' + 3)(1"- 2)(21 ' - 5)(1" + ''l'" 
7(21' -I) 1"(1" -1)(21•- 3)(21• +I) 

(1" 1 -7) [<21" + 3)(21'- 3)1'" 
u·c21· -1)(21' + 11 cr -llcr + 11 

3(1"(1" +I )(21• + 5)(21'- J) + 21 I 
u·cr + 1)(21 ' - 1)(21' + IH21' + J> 
((l"+ll'-7) [<21.+5)(21·-•>j'" 

7(1" + 1)(21" + 1)(21' + 3) 1"(1" + 2) 

I [ (21' + 7)(1")(21 ' - 1)(1" + 3) l'" 
7(21 ' + 3) (I"+ 2)(/' + 1)(21. + 1)(21' + 5) 
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about the photoionization process. Also J.lo = 0 for linearly 
polarized light, Po = + I or - I for left or right circularly 
polarized light, respectively, and y l.M (e.;) is a spherical 
harmonic. Although Eqs. (9) and ( 10) are appropriate for 
photoionization of both atomic and molecular states, 21 only 
the molecular case will be considered here. 

In Ref. 28, an expression for IJ 1't:'Z· is given which ex
plicitly contains quantum numbers for the total (J +) and 
rotational (N +)angular momentum of the ion, as well as the 
projection of these quantities and the photoelectron and ion 
spin on the laboratory z axis. This expression is very cumber-

P1't:'Z· = ~ K ~ Tf1 rJr'••e'1"'- " '.
1
(- i) 1(i)~"(- I)' 

I 'A 'I'' 
.Jt' 

some, and for the experiments of interest here, these quanti
ties remain unresolved.31.J2 In this case, these quantum 
numbers can be summed over, and a much simpler expres

sion for IJ 1't ·~. obtained. The equivalence of the rotationally 
explicit form21 and the simple form is well known3s-31

; the 
derivation is very tedious and will not be given here.39 Re
cently, Hansen and Berry derived this simpler form for the 
specific case of (I + I ) REMPI from an unaligned initial 
state.31 

The simplified expression for IJ 1't ·~. for photoioniza
tion of a state described in Hund's case (b)40 is 

X (2N ' +I )(2J' + 1)(2..2" +I) ( (U +I )(U' + 1)(2L + 1)(2L' + 1) ] 112 

where 

x(_~. L' 
M' 

1 L ')f 1' 
-J-~0 0 ~ 

P=J.io+L +L' +-l ' +J.i· 

L' ) 
p-J.j' ' 

..l")(N' 
0 A' 

~)G 

N' 
-A' 

I' 

--t 
(II) 

(12) 

In the single-particle picture, Tf1 is the dipole matrix element between the initial orbital and the photoelectron wave function 
in the molecular frame; its form is given in Ref. 41. K is a proportionality constant which depends on the photon cnergy.42 

Excluding spin (i.e., S ' = 0) Eq. ( 11) is identical to that obtained by averaging the expression for a perfectly oriented4 3 

molecule over a distribution of orientations I Yr111r 12• Js-JI 

Converting theN111'" description of alignment totheAL description by substituting Eqs. (3), (4), and (10)-( 12) into Eq. 
(9), summing over Mr, and observing the orthogonality of the Jj symbols ... : 

(
J' 

~- Mr 

we obtain 

with 

J ' 
-Mr 

L 

L)( J' 
0 Mr 

Pa.... 6: T/11'" /J/11'""" LL' /11 ' = L LL'/11' ,. 

=- ~ K ~ ,.11-
1" 1 r11-

1"'>•e''"'- .,,.> ( - i) 1(i) 1
• < - 1 >' 

rA ·~· 

X (2N' + 1)(2J' + 1)((2L + 1)(U+ 1)(U' + 1)(2L + 1)(2L' + 1)] 112 

X( -l)S' +J ' + A'{~'. N' S'}(N' N ' ~)~. 
1 L ' ) 

J' L A' - A' -J.j p-J.j' 

x (_LM' 
L ' ~)l .~-t L' ~)(~ /' ~)G I' ;{, :J(~o M' p-J.j' 0 - -t' 

(13) 

(14) 

(1Sa) 

-J.Io 
L') O . (ISb) 
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Equation (14) is very general. The alignment information 
for the state being ionized is contained solely in the moments 
AL. Nothing has been said about how the alignment is at
tained, whether it be by photoabsorption, photofragrnenta
tion, collisions, external fields, etc. 

The most important result contained in Eq. ( 14) is that 
the index L of the alignment is different from that of the 
photoelectron, L. For photoelectron angular distributions in 
general, then, the alignment information is intimately inter
twined with the photoioniz.ation dynamics. Even angle-inte
grated cross sections, in which an integration over (B.,;.) 
forces L = 0, are dependent on alignment.25 Until recently, 
this complexity has discouraged the use of photoelectron 
angular distributions for extraction of alignment informa
tion. However, as we now demonstrate, two distinct experi
ments are possible which both yield the alignment informa
tion in a straightforward manner, independently of the 
photoionization dynamics. 

Ill. EXPERIMENT 1: CDAD 

The usefulness ofCDAD as a probe of gas phase molec
ular alignment has now been established both theoretically 
and experimentally.1 .... 31 Nevertheless, many of the impor
tant properties of the CDAD spectra have been given pre
viously in condensed form, 19

•
30 without the detailed analysis 

presented here. 

A. A almple picture tor underatandlng CDAD 

Traditionally, one thinks of circular dichroism or opti
cal activity in terms of mirror images and symmetry planes 
or the lack thereof .• , Circular dichroism is normally asso
ciated with chiral molecules and not with gas phase aligned 
atoms and linear molecules. For this reason we present a 
simple picture for understanding CDAD. 

Consider Fig. 1 (a) in which left and right circularly 
polarized light impinge on an oriented•3 diatomic molecule. 
The light propagates perpendicularly to the molecular axis 
and into the plane of the figure. Figure 1 (a) represents the 
case of photoabsorption. Because the left and right cases are 
mirror images of each other (ignoring the hash-mark shad
ing of the molecules), the two cases are physically identical, 
and no circular dichroism exists. However, if the photon has 
enough energy to ionize the molecule, and the electrons are 
collected in the plane at right angles to the light propagation 
direction (i.e., in the plane of the page) , the left and right 
cases are no longer mirror images [Fig. 1 (b) )-the photo
electron breaks the symmetry of the final state. For this rea
son, CDAD exists from oriented linear molecules.16

•
06 In 

fact as shown in Ref. 26, CDAD in this case is not a small 
effect, as it already exists in the electric dipole approxima
tion.06 

If the linear molecules are not oriented,•3 but rather 
completely random in direction as in the gas phase, CDAD 
will not exist. However, after molecules absorb light, scatter 
off surfaces, etc., they can obtain an "alignment" in which all 
possible orientations of the molecular axis in space are not 
equally probable. CDAD can exist from these aligned mole
cules, 11 although the intensity of the CDAD signal will not 

be as strong as that from a perfectly oriented0 molecule. 
Indeed, these CDAD signals have been measured.31•32 

B. Experimental configuration tor CDAD 

The experimental configuration for the (n + I) CDAD 
experiment is given in Fig. I of Ref. 29. Light, linearly polar
ized along the laboratory frame z axis, induces n-photon ab
sorption by the gas sample to yield a resonant intermediate 
state. Left or right circularly polarized light counterpropa
. gating•7 with the first beam is then used to photoionize the 
sample. Photoelectrons are collected in the plane perpendic· 
ular to the propagation axis of the two beams. 8 k is defined as 
the angle between the direction oflinear polarization and the 
electron collection direction. 

C. CDAD theory 

CDAD manifests itself in the difference between photo
electron signals obtained with left (Jlo = + 1 ) and right 
(Jlo = - I) circularly polarized light.16-31 As discussed in 
Ref. 28, due to the symmetry property .. 

(1
0 

1 L')=(-l)L·( I I £
0

').(16) 
~ - Jlo 0 - Jlo Jlo 

only terms with L ' = I switch sign upon changing from left 
to right polarization and thus only these terms contribute to 
CDAD. All the major features of CDAD follow from this 
fact. For a cylindrically symmetric system which displays 
alignment but not orientation, both L and L are even for 
symmetry reasons.11

•33 Because L' =I, it follows from the 
triangle relationship .. implied by the 3-j symbols involving 
L, L ',and Lin Eq. ( 15b) that L = L for CDAD. This fact 
was used without proof in Ref. 29 along with the Kronecker 
delta in Eq. ( 13) to derive the simple expression for the 
CDAD intensity lco~<o <B.): 

( 17a) 

(a) LEFT RIGHT 

···I I··· 

FIG. I. A limple illuatratioa of the physical buia for CDAD. 
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- i [ 3(2L+ I) ]'n u 
fJL =-; 2L(L + l) fJ Lll• 

(17b) 

(18) 

P t (cos 8) is an associated Legendre polynomial. Equations 
(17) and (18) are obtained from Eqs. (14) and (15) by 
fixing the experimental configuration at ce,.~,) = (90",0") 
and ~* = 90". The fact that the indices L for the alignment 
and the photoelectron are the same is what makes CDAD 
such a useful probe of alignment. 

The J dependence of PL can be factored oue0
•32: 

PdJ') = XdJ'>iJL. (19) 

where/J L is explicitly independent ofJ '; it depends on J' only 
through the variation of the cross section with the photoelec· 
tron kinetic energy. Because rotational spacings are small, 
we can ignore this latter dependence and treat iJ L as a con· 
stant. The expression for XL (J ' ) is 

XdJ'> = ( -l)J"+S'+A'(2J' + 1)(2N' + 1) 

{J' N' S'}(N' N' L) 
X N' J' L A' -A' 0 . (20) 

For photoionization of a 2l: state such as the A 2l: state of 
NO, A'= 0 and S' = 1/2. In this case, X0 and X 2 become 

X0 (J') = (2J' + 1) 112, (21) 

, -1 [ (2J' + 1)(2J'- 1)(2J' + 3) ]'n X.(J) =- . (22) 
• 4 J'(J'+1) 

Note that Eqs. (21) and (22) are independent of N'. 

( A-)1/2 . 
fJL =-~-'3-K ~ r;r•r;r·••e•«.,,-.,,.,( -i)'(i)'' 

I 'A'~' 

LL' 

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: PINDAD 

A. Experimental conflgur•tlon for PINDAD 

The experimental configuration for PINDAD is identi· 
cal to that for CDAD except that the circularly polarized 
ionizing probe beam is replaced by a linearly polarized beam 
in which the polarization vector is always directed along the 
photoelectron collection direction. 

B. PINDAD theory 

The PINDAD configuration requires (8,.~,) 

= (84 ,~*) inEq. (14) . Using the relations•• 

Yw(84 ,~4 ) 

= ( -1)L' -L(2L+ 1)112~ 

x(_~, t'. ~)YL-M'(8 •• ~.)YL 'M'(8.,~.) 
(23) 

and 

[ 
(2L + l)]'n Yw(84 ,~4 ) = 

4
17' Pdcos84 ), 

it follows directly that 

lrtNDAD ce.) = f: a;. Pdcos e.), 

where 

al_ =AL{JL 

and 

(24) 

(25a) 

(25b) 

X (2N' + I )(2J' + 1 )[ (2L + 1 )(21 + I )(U' + 1 )(2L + 1 )(2L' + 1)] 112 

L L L ' 
X • • -A. ~-~ ~)(~ 

N ' 
J' 

I' 
0 

S'}(N' 
L A' ~~. ~)~. 

~~. A.':A.)(~ ~)G 

1 L' ) 
-~ ~-~· 

1 L ') 
0 0 . (26) 

Pdcos 8) is a Legendre polynomial [in contrast to 
P t (cos 8) in Eq. (17a) ].44 Once again, the indices for the 
alignment and the photoelectron are the same. Note that an 
L = 0 term contributes to the PINDAD signal while it does 
not to the CDAD signal. _ 

Although the{JL for PINDAD are different from thefJ L 
for CDAD, the J' dependence of the two is the same. Thus, 
the PINDAD {JL can be factored in an exactly analogous 
way to Eq. (19): 

fJdJ'> =XdJ'>Pi.. <27) 

where XdJ') is given in Eq. (20). 

V. DETERMINATION OF PHOTOFRAGMENT 
ALIGNMENT 

In Ref. 30, we stated that the alignment of an initial state 
could be determined by measurement of ( 1 + 1) CDAD 
through two different excitation branches. Further we stated 
that this alignment could be determined independently of the 
photoionization dynamics. Consider an initial state which 
requires only A0 and A2 for a complete description of the 
alignment. Then using Eqs. ( S), (17b), and ( 19), 

a1 =A1·P1 = lAoC02 +A2C21 ]·X2P2· <28> 

In the ratio R = ~I a; for two different excitation branches i 
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and k, the iJ2 values cancel, thus eliminating the photoioni
zation dynamics from R. The ratio R is then simply a combi
nation of 3-j, 6-j, and 9-j symbols which can be evaluated 
analytically. Using Eqs. (8) and (28) we can derive an 
expression for the initial state alignment30

: 

m (M~ -M~ R) 
Ao = . 

(M~ -M~ R> 
(29) 

Simplified expressions for theM values can be obtained from 
Eqs. (21) and (22) and Tables I and 11. For one-photon 
absorption theM expressions are given in Table I of Ref. 30. 
For two-photon absorption, the M expressions are given 
here in Table III. The H values in Table Ill are the two
photon line intensities given by Halpern ~~a/. 49 The line in
tensities appear when we explicitly consider the reduced ma
trix elements [as in Eq. ( 1)) which we previously set equal 
to unity. Note that because theM values only appear as ra
tios in Eq. (29), they can all be multiplied by a constant 
without chan gins value of A ~1l. For mixed branches, such as 
Q11 + P11, theM values for the individual branches are sim
ply added (ianoring coherence effects).31 

We now make a very imponant point: the ratio 
R =a;! a~ forCDADwillbeequal totheratioR' = ai'lai• 
for PINDAD. This result follows directly from the fact that 
theP 's for both methods can be factored in the same manner, 
as shown in Eqs. (19) and (27). The photoionization dy
namics cancel inR 'in the same way as inR. Thus, Eq. (29) 
and the same M values can be used to obtain the initial state 
alianment for CDAD or PINDAD. 

VI. COMPARISON OF CDAD AND PIN DAD 

It remains to be explored experimentally whether 
CDAD or PINDAD provides a distinct advantage over the 
other for determining initial state alianment. The experi
mental confiaurations for the two methods are similar 
enoup that the two techniques can be used tosether. Never
theless. the followins points are relevant: 

( 1) For a given initial state alianment, the % CDAD 
(relative to the intensity of the left or ript spectrum) will be 
approximately the same as the % chanse in the intensity of 
PINDAD over the whole spectrum. 50 

(2) Spectra are typically measured over 360' and then 

averaged. 31
•
31 The CDAD spectrum does not have to be ob

tained using left and right polarization, but rather just one of 
them. Two of the opposite 90'" quadrants will then corre
spond to the "left" spectrum and the other two to the 
"right." On the other hand, all four quadrants of the PIN
DAD spectrum will be equivalent. 

( 3) The CDAD spectrum is determined as the differ
ence between two measurements3

)·
32

; as such, it contains 
twice the error of a single PINDAD measurement. On the 
other hand, certain systematic errors are eliminated in a dif
ference spectrum. 

( 4) The intensity of the CDAD spectrum at e. = 0" and 
e. = 90' is zero.11.31.J1 There is no corresponding fact for the 
PINDAD spectrum. 

VII. SOME FURTHER COMMENTS ABOUT PINDAD 

Three alternative ways for extracting initial state align
ment with PINDAD exist. All take advantage of the fact 
that a0 is obtainable from Eq. (2~a) . 

The first method requires that the ratio of a0 values, 
rather than the ratio of ai values, for two different branches 
be determined. An expression for the initial state alignment 
can be derived in an analogous way to the derivation of Eq. 
(29). However, the a0 values will be less sensitive to the 
initial state alignment than the ai values." 

The second method recognizes the fact that the coeffi
cients extracted from a spectra using Eq. (2Sa) are usually 
normalized byao; that is, instead of obtaining a0, ai. and a~. 
one obtains 1, bi, and b~ where b i =ai/a0 and b~ 
=a~ laC,. The expression forb i can be written 

bi=ai=A~z ~i . 
a(, AoXoPo 

(30) 

The ratio iJ iiP 0 is a constant, but unknown. However, it 
can be obtained by performing an independent experiment 
on an unaligned initial state. 52 A graph of b i vs the theoreti
cal value of (A~2 )/(AoXo> for a number of J values (after 
being corrected for population differences due to the tem
perature of the sample) will yield the ratioiJ iiP;, from the 
slope. Once this ratio is known, it can be used to extract an 
unknown state alignment from the b i value of a single PIN
DAD spectrum. 

TABLEIU.Mupraaioasfor(2 + I)CDADihtouJhtbcA 'X~tatcoCNO IHund'acac (b)l .Hisclacribed 
iD tbc IUL 

Bruch 

0 

Q 

lt. 

s 

Hl(lJ"- 5) 
(J"-1) 

-H<J" +5)(2J" -3) 
J"(J" -I) 

_ H <2J" + 5)(2J"- 3) 

J"(J" +I) 

-H (J" - 4)(2J" + 5) 

(J" + I)(J" + 2) 

H 2(2J" + 7) 

u· + 2> 

M, 

H5<J" + l)(lJ" 5) 
(J"- l)(lJ"- I) 

H ~~~;:-=. ~~~~':_,:-=- ~)l 
H 15(J"(J" + l)(lJ" +5)(2J" -3) +211 

J"(J" + l)(lJ"- l)(lJ• + 3) 

H 5( (J" + 1)2 -7J(2J" + 5) 
(J" + l)(J" + 2)(2J" + 3) 

5J"(2J" + 7) 
H <J" + l)(lJ" + 3) 
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In the third method, the ratio of b i values for two differ
ent branches is obtained. This ratio is also independent of the 
photoionization dynamics although it depends on the initial 
state alignment in a quadratic manner. While the expres
sions for A ~21 are simple to derive from Eq. ( 30), they are 
complicated in appearance in this case. 

All three of the above methods depend on an accurate 
determination of the value of a0. This value represents a 
constant contribution to the angular distributions 
(P0 (cos 8) = 1) and is directly affected by any unwanted 
constant background in the spectra. For this reason the ratio 
of ai coefficients for two different excitation branches might 
yield more quantitative results. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Two independent angular-resolved (n + 1) REMPI 
techniques for obtaining the alignment of gas phase atoms 
and molecules have been presented. Both techniques provide 
initial state alignment, independently of the photoionization 
dynamics. Whether or not one technique provides a distinct 
advantage over the other in providing quantitative results 
remains to be established experimentally. Because the two 
techniques differ only in the polarization of the ionizing la
ser, they are similar enough to be used together. 
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We present a study of ansJe-resolved photoelectron spectn from oriented, linear NiCO. We ad
dsess the question: How well do simple cluster models such u oriented NiCO simulate adsorbate 
molecules with respect to photoemission? The photoemission cross sections are obtained using 
Hartree-Fock electronic continuum orbitals. For the bondina Sil orbital, we lind oriented NiCO 
to be a better model than oriented CO. The larae mapitude of the Sil photoionization cross sec
tions relative to the 4il cross section cannot, however, be explained by our calculations without 
considention of backscatterina of the photoelectrons ejected "downward" into the detector. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPESl 
has evolved into a powerful probe of adsorbate-substrate 
interactions. This technique provides detailed informa
tion concerning both site geometry and electronic bond
ing character. For example, ARPES can help determine 
the orientation of adsorbed molecules and the orbital 
symmetries associated with photoelectron spectra.l-3 

The prototype adsorbate-substrate system for ARPES 
studies has been CO on Ni.4 - 12 Early continuum 
multiple-scattering calculations by Davenport4 were 
helpful in establishing that, in most cases, CO bonds per
pendicular to the Ni surface with the carbon end down. 
In these studies it was originally assumed that the only 
role of the surface was to orient the molecule, and 
ARPES from an oriented CO molecule was taken as a 
model for photoemission from adsorbed CO. For 
ARPES from orbitals not directly involved in bonding to 
the surface, e.g., hr and 4a, this approximation is a 
good one, and good qualitative agreement between 
theory and experiment is found for such cases.'· 1 How
ever, as expected, oriented CO is a poor model for 
ARPES from orbitals directly involved in bonding to the 
metal surface, e.g., the Su orbital. A molecular frag
ment such as NiCO can be expected to be a more realis
tic model for photoemission from such orbitals. Recent 
studies have shown that local cluster models, e.g., NiCO, 
NiN2, Ni2CO, etc., can be good models for the chem
isorption of N2 and CO on Ni with regard to several 
spectroscopic properties.ll· 14 Indeed, Davenport has 
studied the angle-resolved photoemission from the 
oriented, linear triatomic NiCO, again using the 
multiple-scattering method.' 

The principle objective of the present studies is to 
answer the question, "How well do simple cluster mod
els such as oriented NiCO simulate adsorbate molecules 
with respect to photoemission7" In an eff'ort to assess 
NiCO as a model for CO adsorbed on Ni, we have car
ried out ab initio calculations of the ARPES spectra for 
NiCO as a function of energy. In these calculations, we 

use a Hartree-Fock wave function for the initial state of 
NiCO and frozen-core Hartree-Fock continuum orbitals 
in the final state. This method has been very successful 
in predicting and explaining a wide variety of phenome
na relating to gas-phase molecular photoionization dy
namics." Our results indicate that oriented NiCO is a 
better model than oriented CO for the bonding Su orbit· 
.al, while CO itself is adequate for the nonbonding, 4a 
and 11r, orbitals. However, the magnitude of the mea
silted Su photoemission cross section relative to that of 
the 4a along the surface normal cannot be accounted for 
in our calculations without inclusion of backscattering of 
"downward" ejected photoelectrons into the detector. 

D. METIIOD 

The cross section for photoionization of an initial 
bound state 'I'; into a final state 'I' f , lr. by linearly polar
ized light is proportional to the square of the dipole ma
trix element (in the length approximation) 

(1) 

where ii is the direction of polarization of the light and 
lr. is the momentum of the photoelectron. The doubly 
diff'erential cross section in the molecular frame is then 
given by 

~E I ll -c- Ilr.,& • (2) 

In these studies we use the Hartree-Fock wave function 
for II'; in Eq. (1). For '1'/-;-~r.1 we invoke the frozen-core 
Hartree-Fock approximation in which the wave function 
is represented by an antisymmetrized product of N - 1 
bound orbitals, constrained to be identical to those of 

. '1';, and the photoelectron orbital. The determination of 
these photoelectron or continuum Hartree-Fock orbitals 
is a key step in the study of molecular photoionization. 

In this approximation the photoelectron orbital 
satisfies the one-electron SchrOdinger equation 

[ -tV2+ YN _ 1(r,R )-k 2 /2]<1>~r.!r,R )=0 , (3) 
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where V N _ 1 is the molecular ion potential at internu
clear distance R, k 1/2 is the photoelectron kinetic ener
gy, and 411< satisfies the appropriate boundary condition. 
To obtain 41t it is convenient to work with the integral 
form of Eq. (3), i.e., 

(4) 

where 41~ is the Coulomb scattering wave function, V is 
the molecular ion potential V N _ 1 with the Coulomb po
tential removed, i.e., 

(5) 

and a:-l is the Coulomb Green's function with 
incoming-wave boundary conditions, i.e., 

[-tV1-~- ~1 
]G,(r,r')=-6(r-r') . (6) 

Expansion of 41t in a partial wave series about It, 

41tlr>= [..!] 111 l i i1'1'll,.lr>Y1:,1kl, 
.,. t-o ... --, 

(7) 

and substitution of this expansion in Eq. (4) shows 
that each 'I'll,. satisfies its own integral or Lippmann· 
Schwinger equation 

(8) 

where Skim is a partial wave Coulomb function. In Eq. 
(7) an infinite sum over 1 bas been truncated at 1 =11 • 

To solve Eq. (8) we use two different methods both of 
which rely on separable approximations to a potential U 
of the form: 

Ulr,r')= U'(r,r')= l: (r I U I a 1 )(U-1)11 (a1 I U I r') , 
~} 

(9) 

where the matrix ( U -I )11 is the inverse of the matrix 
with elements ( a1 I U I a 1 ) . In one method, referred to 
as method A, the entire potential V of Eq. (4) is approxi
mated by the separable expansion of Eq. (9). With this 
approximation the solutions of Eq. (8) are given by 

'II~~!. =St,,.lr>+ l: (r I a:-)v I a, )(D -I)IJ 
1,} 

(10) 

where the matrix (D-1)iJ is the inverse of the matrix 
with elements 

(11) 

In the second method, referred to as method 8, the po
tential V of Eq. (4) is broken into its direct and exchange 

components, V dir and v ... respectively, the integral 
equation associated with V dir is numerically integrated, 
and only the exchange potential is approximated by the 
separable expansion of Eq. (9). The full solution of Eq. 
(-4) can then be readily obtained. 16 Since only the truly 
short-range exchange potential is approximated by Eq. 
(9), method 8 is particularly effective for obtaining solu
tions of Eq. (8) for the long-range potentials associated 
with strongly polar ions. 

The basis functions a 1(r) in Eq. (9) can be chosen to 
be entirely discrete functions such as Cartesian Gauss
ian, spherical Gaussian, or Slater functions. In these 
studies we used a Cartesian Gaussian basis set centered 
on the nuclei. Such basis functions have been used suc
cessfully in electronic-structure calculations and are 
known to be effective in representing the multicenter na
ture of the scattering wave function in the near· 
molecular region. It is important to note that with only 
these discrete basis functions in the expansion of Eq. (9), 
the approximate scattering solutions '1'~~!, of Eq. (10) do 
satisfy scattering boundary conditions. With adequate 
basis sets the continuum solutions 'II~~!, can already pro
vide quantitatively reliable and, at the Hartree-Fock lev
el, variationally stable pbotoionization cross sections. In 
addition, we have developed iterative techniques for ob
taining conver~ed solutions of Eq. (8) and the associated 
cross sections. 6 Details of these iterative techniques and 
of the related numerical procedures which we have 
develooed for solving these equations are discussed else
where.'6· 17 

To obtain the ARPES spectra we expand the dipole 
matrix element of Eq. (2) in spherical harmonics 

It.a= [7] 111 

~ /1~14Y1:,1k)Yj14 (ii), (12) 

'·'" ·~ 
where the dynamical coefficients 11,.14 are defined as 

h,14=k 111 (411 lr14 1'1'~/..!) (13) 

for photoionization out of an orbital 411 and 

r = {=f(x±iy)/Vl for ~=±I 
I' z for ~=0. 

(14) 

In practice the summation over I in Eq. (12) is truncated 
at some 1 =111101 • To obtain the differential cross sections 
of Eq. (2) we write I I It,& 11 as 

(}S) 

where 

PL·ut=£12L + 1 )(2L' + l l]-111( 1100 I LO) l: ,l; . ( -ll"' +1'[(21 + l )(21' + 1 )]111/ 1,.14/ 1!,..14• 

'·"'·~ '·"' ·1£ 
X (11'00 I L'O)(II' -mm' I L' -M }( 11-~~· I LM} 116) 
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Here (9••~1< l and (9 • • ~. l denote the polar angles for 
electron collection and photon polarization, respectively, 
in the molecular frame and (/1/ zm 1m 2 113m 3 ) denotes 
a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The internuclear axis lies 
along the z axis of the molecular fraDJe. In these studies 
we assume that the CO molecule is oriented along the 
laboratory fraDJe z axis, i.e., normal to the Ni surface, 
and hence the laboratory and molecular frames coincide. 
Equations (IS) and (16) can be easily modified for cases 
in which the two frames do not coincide. In general, for 
a given orientation or the molecule and photon energy, 
the lh·LM of Eq. (16) must be evaluated only once, after 
which Eq. (IS) can be used to readily obtain the ARPES 
spectra for any experimental configuration or electron 
collection and photon polarization. 

DL CALCUJ..ATIONS 

For the self-consistent field (SCFJ wave function of 
NiCO we used a contracted segmented [3s,2p, ld] Carte
aian Gausaian basis derived from a primitive ( 9.r, Sp, 1d ) 
basis11 on carbon and oxygen and an (8s,6p,2d] set on 
the nickel contracted from a ( 14s, llp, Sd) basis. 19 This 
basis set was augmented with dilruse s and p functions 
with exponents or 0.1 and O.OS at the center of charae of 
the CO bond. These basis functions with amaller ex
ponents were added in between the carbon and oxygen 

nuclei so as to assure the correct behavior in the tail of 
the SO' CO molecular orbital. Without such basis func
tions earlier atudies20 showed significant dilrerences in 
the photoionization cross section obtained using identi
cal continuum functions and a Se1 orbital expanded in a 
Slater basia or the standard valencelike Gaussian basis, 

. e.g., [ 4s, 3p ]. Details of the CO calculations have been 
given previously.20 We take the CO bond distance to be 
2.173 a.u. and the Ni--C bond distance to be 3.477 a.u., 
which are the lengths of these bonds in NHC0)4•

21 We 
also choose the ground electronic state orNiCO to be a 
11:+ state with aNi 3d 10 configuration. We assume this 
configuration for the Ni atom because this is its 
configuration in the around state or Ni(C0)4, 

21 and, 
furthermore, studies or the electronic structure or both 

· NiN2 and NiCO showed their ground states to be 1]:+ 

and characterized by a significant Ni 3d 10 component in 
the wave function. 13 With this choice, basis sets, and 
geometry, our SCF energy was -1618.7383 a.u. 

The initial basis sets used in the solution of Eq. (8) for 
the photoelectron continuum orbitals of NiCO are 
shown in Table I. For these orbitals we used the pro
cedure based on method B outlined above. The results 
presented here have not been iterated, since we found in 
previous work that iteration was often unnecessary in 
producing converged cross sections with method B. For 
the few checks we did perform, iteration showed no 
significant cbanaes from the uniterated results. From 

TABLE I. OaUJSillD basis sets used in obtainina the photoelectron orbitals for NiCO, defined as 
+<rl•N<x -A. )1(y - A, l'"Cz- A, l" exp< -a Ir- A J 2l. 

Center (A) m 11 · Exponent (a) 

Ni 

c 

0 

Ni 

c 

0 

Ni 

c 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

leu 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

left' 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

k3 

0 32.0, 16.0, 6.0, 2.0, 0.6, 0.2 
1 8.0, 2.0, 0.5 
2 2.0, 0.5 

0 10.0, 4.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.1 
1 1.0, 0.1 
2 1.0 

0 10.0, 4.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.1 
1 1.0, 0.1 
2 1.0 

0 32.0, 16.0, 6.0, 2.0, 0.6, 0.2 
1 8.0, 2.0, 0.5 

0 10.0, 4.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.1 
1 1.0, 0.1 

0 10.0, 4.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.1 
1 1.0, 0.1 

0 32.0, 16.0, 6.0, 2.0, 0.6, 0.2 

0 10.0, 4.0, 1.5, 0.5, 0.1 

0 10.0, 4.0, u. 0.5, 0.1 
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our experience and such checks, the basis sets of Table I 
should provide reliable estimates of the photoionization 
cross section of NiCO. Several tests were also carried 
out to determine values of the truncation parameten of 
the partial wave expansions which would provide 
reasonably converged cross sections. As expected, our 
main concern here was the expansion parameten which 
would be adequate for the Is orbital of the Ni atom. At 
the photoelectron kinetic energies in the studies, we 
found that the photoionization cross sections for the 
outer valence orbitals were insensitive to the actual con
vergence of the partial wave expansion of the Is orbital. 
This, of course, assumes that the partial wave expansion 
of this orbital is scaled so that the orbital used in the nu
merical calculation is always renormalized to unity. 
Such a renormalization is also carried out for the other 
orbitals, including those for which the partial wave ex
pansions are highly ~nverged. For example, a partial 
wave expansion of /1dir =58 for the orbitals in the direct 
potential of Nico+ led to essentially the same photoion· 
ization cross sections as using /1dir = 29, even though the 
normalizations for the Ia orbital (essentially the Is Ni 
orbital) were about 0.68 and 0.3, respectively.10 In many 
of these calculations we consequently used the same 
choice of truncation parameten for the partial wave ex
pansions as in our earlier studies of C0,10 including 
/ 1<tir =29. However, several checks on the convergence of 
the associated cross sections were made by doubling the 
partial wave expansions. Such studies indicated that the 
cross section we present here are converged to within 
5-10%, which is appropriate for the present objectives. 

All the cross sections presented here are obtained us
ing the dipole-length approximation. As a . check on the 
possible uncertainties in these cross sections arising from 
our use of approximate electronic wave functions, i.e., 
the Hartree-Fock form, we also obtained the cross sec
tions in the dipole-velocity approximation. Although 
the cross sections obtained with the length and velocity 
forms do dift"er [e.g., in reference to Fig. 4, dift"erential 
cross section (Mb/sr) for the SiJ peak at 9~ = Cf 
(length/velocity), 6.02/4.98; at 9~ = 18rt, 9.10n.38; for 
the 43' peak at 8k =Cf, 6.7S/6.40; at 8k = 18rt, 
1.06/0.948), the conclusions we draw in this paper are 
independent of the actual form chosen. 

The photon energies referred to in these studies as
sume the experimental values for the associated ioniza
tion potentials. For CO these are 19.7, 16.9, and 14.0 eV 
for the 4a, 11r, and Sa orbitals, respectively,• while for 
NiCO we use the experimental values for CO adsorbed 
on Ni, i.e., 16.S, 11.9, and 13.S eV.1 However, in com· 
paring the spectra of CO and NiCO, we want to look at 
points in the spectra corresponding to the same photo
electron kinetic energy and not necessarily the same 
photon enersy. since the former determines the photo
electron dynamics. Hence, in Fiss. I and 3, the photo
ionization spectra for CO have been shifted down in 
photon energy by 3.2, 5.0, and 0.5 eV for the 4a, hr, 
and Sa orbitals, respectively. Finally, although the 4a, 
hr, and Sa levels of CO actually correspond to the 9a, 
317", and lOa orbitals in NiCO, in our discussion we will 
use the CO designations of 43', 1 'it, and SiJ . 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In Figs. 1 and 2 we compare some of our calculated 
cross sections for CO and NiCO with the experimental 
data of Allyn et a/. 7 for adsorbed CO. The CO is as
sumed oriented perpendicular to the Ni surface with the 
carbon end down. Here, and elsewhere, the angles 
(8/,~l) are standard polar angles where 8 is measured 
relative to the z axis, ~=rt represents the positive .x axis, 
and ~ = 9rt the positive Jl axis. In these experiments 7 po
larized light was used with (81 ,~1 )=(45",rt) and the 
photoelectrons were collected normal to the surface, i.e., 
(8~,~k )=(rt,rtl. The experimental data have been nor
malized by setting the peak value of the measured 43' 
photoemission cross section to the calculated 43' (NiCOl 
cross section. As expected, the "4a" cross sections 
change little in shape and magnitude in soing from CO 
to NiCO. Why the calculated 4iJ cross sections are 
shifted down from the experimental data will be dis
cussed later. Recall, however that our calculated 4a 
(COl spectra are shifted down in energy by 3.2 eV for 
reasons discussed abOve. 

Figures 1 and 2 also show that the calculated Sa (COl 
and SiJ (NiCOl cross sections seriously underestimate 
the magnitude of the measured values. The NiCO re
sults are only a slight improvement over those of CO. 
Although the experimental data also include contribu
tions from photoionization of the I 'it level, its co~tribu
tion is expected to be n~ligible for electron collection 
along the molecular axis. Calculations confirm this be
havior. Why then do the experimental results show the 
SiJ cross section much larger than the 4iJ cross section 
while the calculations do not? This problem is especially 
disturbins for the NiCO case in which the bonding CO 
Sa orbital should be fairly well described due to in
clusion of the Ni atom. Of the many possible reasons 

I 
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j 

I 
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•• 
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FIG. I. Dill"erential cross section vt photon energy for 
(8 • • ~. 1=(45",0') and (8 •• ~. 1=(0',0'1. Present results for CO: 
4a (- - - ); ~ ( -- ). Experimental data of Allyn ~~ a/. 
(Ref. 7): 0 ( + + + I; 'It+ 1 !t (X X X ). See text for normal
ization of experimental data and energy scale for CO results. 
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for the significant dift"erences between theory and experi· 
ment we have assessed two within the limits of our tria
tomic model. The first involves the Ni.-C bond length 
used in our calculations. This distance, 3.477 a .u., is 
that found in NitC0)4• 21 However, as noted by Kao and 
Messmer, 13 low-energy electron diffraction studies of CO 
adsorbed on Ni[IOO) su§gest a bond distance of 
3.2S-3.40 a.u. For the s a 10 configuration, Kao and 
Messmer13 actually calculated a Ni-C bond length of 
2.880 a.u. in NiCO, though they believe this value to be 
too short. To assess the influence of a shorter Ni-C 
bond distance on the Sit cross sections in NiCO, we re
peated our calculations on NiCO with a Ni-C distance of 
3.251 a.u. These results are not shown but retain the 
same qualitative features of Fig. 2. 

Some insight into this discrepancy between theory and 
experiment could also be obtained by considering the 
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electrons photoejected downward from the adsorbed CO 
toward the surface. The theoretical results in Figs. I 
and 2 totally neglect these downward ejected electrons 
though, in reality, on an actual metal surface many of 
these electrons could be reflected back upward into the 
detector. In Figs. 3 and 4 we show the cross sections for 
these downward ejected electrons (9• = 180") from CO 
and NiCO, respectively. For convenience, the results of 
Figs. I and 2 have also been included. Note that the 
cross section for downward ejected electrons from the 
"4u" orbital or either CO or NiCO is negligible relative 
to the upward a~. =0") ftux. This result is consistent 
with the fact that the 4u orbital is localized on the oxy
gen end of CO and thus points away from the surface. 
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FIG. 5. Differential cross section vs the coUection angle e. 
at ~. =0' for unpolarized radiation. (See text.) Photon energy 
equals 40.8 eV. Experimental data of Williams er a/. (Ref. 8): 
Sit (--l;4c'1 (- - -l; lftC-· - ·-· l. 
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However, the cross section for downward ejected elec
trons from the "Su" orbital of CO or NiCO is greater 
than the upward cross section. This result is consistent 
with the fact that the Su orbital is located on the carbon 
end of CO and points directly toward the surface. Al
though with our simple NiCO model we cannot quantify 
the fraction of electrons reflected by the surface, our re
sults suggest that these reflected electrons could be re· 
sponsible for the large experimental Sit cross section. 
Note that even if all the downward CO electrons in Fig. 
3 were reflected upward into the detector along with the 
9k =0 electrons, our CO calculations would still not ac
count for the large Sit cross section. Our NiCO calcula-
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FIG. 6. Dilferential cross section V1 the collection angle Bt 
at ~. = fY' for unpolarized radiation. (See text.) Photon energy 
equals 40.8 eV. 'u ( - - l; 4u (- - - ); 11r ( - · -· -· ). (a) 
Present results for CO; (b) present results for NiCO. 

tion of Fig. 4 is more suggestive in this respect. 
In addition to predicting the incorrect magnitude of 

the Sit peak in Fig. 2, the NiCO calculation does not ac
count for the correct peak position or width. These 
latter discrepancies between the NiCO results and those 
of experiment are most likely due to relaxation effects. 7 

As stated earlier, our studies used the frozen-core ap
proximation, in which the orbitals of the ion are con· 
strained to be identical to those of the neutral molecule. 
The frozen-core approximation used here completely 
neglects any screening of the molecular ion seen by the 
photoelectron.22 Although this approximation may be 
appropriate for photoionization of gas-phase molecules, 
it can certainly be expected to work poorly for adsorbate 
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Results of Ref. ' for CO; (b) results of Ref. ' for NiCO. 
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molecules on metals where electrpns from the metal can 
very effectively screen and neutralize the adsorbate ion. 

In addition to these energy-dependent studies, angle
resolved studies are an important test of our model for 
adsorbate photoemission. Figure S shows such data for 
CO on Ni[111].1 In this experiment, unpolarized He II 
(40.8 eV) radiation was used, and the photon incidence 
angle was held fixed at 45" from the surface normal. 
Here we treat unpolarized light as two orthogonal 
linearly polarized components which contribute indepen
dently to photoemission.10 One component is in the 
plane of incidence (9~,~~ )=(45",0") and the other is per
pendicular to this plane, i.e., (9ft,~~ )=(90", 90"). Photo
electron collection was in the incident plane~. =0". In 
Fig. S the emission intensities for the 4<1, Ht, and Sit or
bitals are shown as a function of the collection angle 9•. 
These angular distributions agree qualitatively with the 
prediction by Grimley for photoemission from atomic p 
orbitals. 2l 

In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), our results for photoionization 
from oriented CO and NiCO, respectively, are shown. 
Our CO results have not been corrected for the 
difference in ionization potentials between gas-phase and 
adsorbed CO as was done in the energy-dependent stud
ies shown in Figs. I and 3. This allows for a more-direct 
comparison with the multiple-scattering calculations of 
Davenport.' We do not consider surface-reflected elec
trons in these angular distributions since we cannot 
quantify this effect within our present model. Aside 
from an overall change of scale, our CO and NiCO re
sults are very similar, with the 4<1 peale shifted to slight
ly higher angles in the NiCO case. However, while the 
experimental results show the Sit peak cross section 
greater in magnitude than that of the 4<1 peak, both our 
CO and NiCO results show the Sit peak far less in mag
nitude. 

For comparison, Davenport's results' for photoioniza
tion from oriented CO and NiCO are shown in Figs. 7(a) 
and 7(b). Davenport's CO results are similar to our CO 
and NiCO results. His NiCO results, on the other hand, 
show some significant differences from those of CO. 
Aside from an overall change of scale, the Sit peale has 
increased in magnitude relative to the 4<1 peale, but, stiU 
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in contrast to the experimental data, remains smaller. In 
addition, the NiCO Ht spectrum is very different from 
the CO results. Unfortunately, the experimental peak 
which Williams et a/. assign as Ht might actually be 
substrate derived. 11 

As a final note, our model does not include the contri
bution from backscattering of downward ejected elec-· 
trons by adjacent surface atoms. Similar!)', we exclude 
the effects of photon reflection24

-
16 and electron refrac

tion16 at the surface. These latter two contributions 
. should not be very important in the experiments con
sidered here. In all studies, the photon is incident at 4S" 
from the surface normal, an angle at which reflection 
effects should be minimal,14 especiallr at 40.8 eV where 
the angular studies are performed. 5 In the energy
dependent studies, collection is normal to the surface, 
where refraction effects should not be importantY We 
do not find refraction effects to be very important in the 
angular studies either (peaks are broadened and shifted 
to slightly higher angle),27 and exclude them to make 
easier a direct comparison with the calculations of 
Davenport. 5 

. In conclusion, we have performed ab initio calcula
tions of angle-resolved photoelectron spectra from 
oriented, linear triatomic NiCO as a function of energy. 
For the orbitals not directly involved in bonding to the 
surface, we find that oriented CO provides a satisfactory 
model for CO adsorbed on Ni. However, for the Sit or
bital directly involved in bonding, oriented NiCO is 
better. The results of this cluster model cannot account 
for the large Sit cross sections observed experimentally 
unless we consider the scattering of "downward" ejected 
photoelectrons into the detector. Our angular distribu
tions for oriented CO agree reasonably well with those of 
the multiple-scattering model. However, our NiCO re
sults do not. 
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We report a theoretical study of angle-resolved photoelectron spectra (ARPES) for the oriented, linear triatomic NiN2 • This 
study was motivated by the work of Hom et al. (Surface Sci. 118 (1982) 465), who studied ARPES spectra from N2 adsorbed on 
Ni[ 110] and observed a resonance feature in the 2a. cross section which is not present in the gas phase N2 spectra. We confirm 
that this feature could be a result of symmetry breaking of the homonuclear N 2 orbitals by the surface. However, in this case we 
find that surface reflection of the emitted electrons cannot be ignored in interpretation of the experimental data. 

l. Introduction 

In the past ten years, angle-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy (ARPES) has evolved into a powerful 
probe of adsorbate-substrate interactions. Adsor
bate orientation, orbital symmetry, and binding en
ergy are all potentially accessible with this method 
[ 1-3]. Recently, Hom et al. [ 4] studied the ad
sorption of N2 on Ni[ IIO] with ARPES. They ob
served an apparent resonance in the adsorbate 2o u 

cross section which is not observed in the gas phase 
spectrum [ S] and which they attributed to symme
try breaking of the homonuclear N2 orbitals by the 
surface [ 4]. 

We have investigated this observation by calcu
lating ARPES spectra for the oriented, linear tria
tomic NiN2• Such cluster models have been successful 
in reproducing a variety of spectroscopic properties 
of adsorbate-substrate systems [ 6, 7]. We find that 
the resonance is indeed present in the 2o u cross sec
tion, but is apparent only in electron flux emitted 
downward toward the Ni surface. This result is not 
entirely unexpected since the 2o u orbital itself is 
pointed downward from the N2 toward the Ni sur
face [ 4]. Our results suggest that if symmetry break
ing is the explanation of this feature in the 2o u 

photoionization cross section, surface reflection of 

* Contribution No. 7634. 

the photoelectrons cannot be ignored in interpreting 
the experimental data. Previously, we arrived at the 
same conclusion in studies of the photoionization of 
the So orbital ofNiCO as a model for photoemission 
of adsorbed CO [ 8] . 

2. Calculations 

The method used to calculate the photoionization 
cross sections for NiN2 has been discussed previ
ously in studies of NiCO [ 8]. The ground state of 
NiN2 is assumed to be a 'I:+ state with aNi 3d10con
figuration [6,8] . As shown by Kao and Messmer [6], 
near the equilibrium internuclear distance this wave
function has a significant admixture of the Ni 3d 10 

configuration. For the SCF wavefunction ofNiN2 we 
used a contracted segmented [3s, 2p, ld] Cartesian 
Gaussian basis derived from a primitive ( 9s, 5p, I d) 
basis [ 9] on each nitrogen and a [ 8s, 6p, 2d] set on 
the nickel contracted from a ( 14s, II p, 5d) basis 
[8,10] . This basis was augmented with diffuses and 
p functions with exponents of 0.1 and 0.05 at the 
center of the N 2 bond [ 8]. The N 2 bond distance was 
always taken as 1.1 A, which is that of gas phase N2 
and has been used in other N iN 2 studies [ 6, II ] . The 
Ni-N bond distance was taken as 1.64 A [ 6 J for all 
calculations except those of fig. 4 as explained later. 
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The approximate experimental ionization potentials 
of 16.6 and 13.1 eV for the 2ouand 3o,orbitals, re
spectively, for N2 adsorbed on Ni[ II 0] were used in 
the calculations [ 4]. 

3. Background 

3.1. Gas phase results 

In figs. I and 2 we show the calculated cross sec
tions for photoionization of gas phase CO [ 12] and 
N2 [ 13], respectively. These two molecules are iso
electronic. The cross sections shown reproduce the 
relevant resonant features in the experimental cross 
sections [ 12, 13]. Note that for the 3a 1 orbital of N 2 

and for both the 4a and Sa orbitals of CO strong 
"resonant" enhancements are seen in these cross sec
tions. The resonances are well known to arise from 
the 1=3 partial wave component of the ka photo
electron wavefunction ( 14] . A dipole transition from 
an orbital such as the 3a, in N2 must access odd par
tial waves in the continuum and therefore the 1=3 
resonance is present. CO is heteronuclear and dipole 
transitions from its 4a and Sa orbitals result in both 
even and odd partial waves in the continuum. How
ever, a dipole transition from the ungerade orbital 
such as 2a u in N 2 must access only even partial waves 
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Fig. 2. Cross section versus photon energy for gas phase N 2: 2o •• 
- ; 3o1,---. 

in the continuum and in a one-electron approxi
mation cannot have an I= 3 component. For this rea
son, the cross section for the 2au orbital ofN2 appears 
featureless as a function of energy. 

3.2. N adsorbed on Ni[ 110] 

Hom et al. [ 4] have determined that N 2 termi
nally bonds to a single Ni atom on the Ni[ 110] sur
face with its molecular axis perpendicular to the 
surface plane. Shown in fig. 3 are their experimental 
data for photoionization of the 3o1 and 2o u orbitals 
of adsorbed N2 • We retain the N2 designation for the 
orbitals with the tilde designating adsorption. In the 
experiment, the electric vector of the light was 40" 
from the surface normal ( o. = 40" ) and the elec
trons are collected along the normal ( 0 k = 0 • ) [ 4]. 
The resonance in the 3o1 cross section is expected 
and is consistent with the gas phase results. How
ever, the 2oucross section shows a resonance as well. 
Hom et al. [ 4] suggested that this resonance is due 
to breaking of the homonuclear symmetry of N2 , 

which removes the "g" or "u" character of the or
bitals. A dipole transition from the 2au orbital can 
then pick up some odd partial wave character in the 
continuum, i.e. the f-wave shape resonance. [ 4] . 
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Fig. 3. Differential cross section versus photon energy at (8., 
~.)=(40• , O•), (8., ~d=(O •, O• ). Present results for NiN2: 

3o,, - ; 2a. -·---. Experimental data of Hom et al. [ 4) for N, 
on Ni[ 11 0]: 30'1, x; 2a., + . In addition, present results for NiN, 
at collection angle ( 8., ~. ) = ( ISO•, o• ): 2o.,-- - . 

4. Results 

Fig. 3 shows our calculated photoemission cross 
sections for the oriented, molecular fragment NiN2• 

In these calculations the electric vector is also at 40• 
from the surface normal and photoelectrons are col
lected along the surface normal. The experimental 
data have been normalized to give best agreement to 
the calculated 3o 1 cross sections since this orbital 
points away from the Ni surface [ 4) and, therefore, 
the photoelectrons from this orbital should be least 
affected by the surface. Note that the calculation at 
fh=O · does not reproduce the resonance feature in 
the 2a" cross section. Obviously the removal of the 
homonuclear nature of the N2 orbitals by the Ni atom 
is not apparent in our calculated cross sections at 
8k=O· . 

In fig. 3, we also include the cross section for pho
toemission from the 2o. orbital downward toward 
the surface (fh = ISO• ). The resonance structure is 
clearly seen in this curve. This result is not surprising 
given that the 2a.orbital itself points downward from 
the N 2 molecule toward the surface [ 4) . Our results 
suggest that if the symmetry-breaking explanation is 
correct, the experimentally observed resonance is not 
due to electrons emitted from the N2 molecule di-
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Fig. 4. Differential crO$S section versus photon energy. Same as 
fig. 3, but for a Ni- N distance of 2.0 A. 

rectly into the detector, but rather is due to electrons 
emitted downward from the 2a" end of the molecule 
and reflected by the surface into the detector. Pre
viously, a similar argument was used in an attempt 
to explain the discrepancy in magnitude between 
theory and experiment for CO adsorbed on aNi sur
face as modeled by oriented linear NiCO ( 8) . 

The calculations discussed above were all per
formed at a Ni-N bond distance of 1.64 A ( 6) . Al
though a shorter bond distance would be expected to 
enhance the symmetry-breaking effect, theoretical 
calculations [ 6) indicate that 1.64 A is as short as is 
physically reasonable. Hence, calculations at a shorter 
distance were not performed. However, in fig. 4 we 
show the same curves as in fig. 3 but for a bond dis
tance of 2.0 A [ 11 ). Note the 2a. resonance is ab
sent in both the upward and downward photoelectron 
flux. Apparently at this longer bond distance the Ni 
atom does not perturb the N2 molecule enough to al
low the resonant I= 3 partial wave to contribute sig
nificantly to the 2a.cross section. This result suggests 
that experimental photoionization cross sections 
supplemented by calculations of the type presented 
here might be helpful in determining bond distances 
in adsorbate-substrate systems. 

As a final note, an alternative to the symmetry
breaking explanation for the experimental 2o" res
onance may be as follows. Recently Stephens and Dill 
[ IS) showed that interchannel continuum-con
tinuum coupling in N2 can cause the 3a1 resonanc~ 
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to manifest itself in the 2a" photoelectron angular 
distributions. This work stimulated further theoret
ical ( 16] and experimental [ I 7, 18] studies. The in
terchannel coupling effect in the photoionization of 
the 2a" orbital has been demonstrated experimen
tally in both asymmetry parameters [ 1 7] and vibra
tional branching ratios [ 18], although it appears to 
be practically washed out of the total cross section 
( 16). However, all these experiments are on gas phase 
molecules in which an average over molecular ori
entation is required. The experiment of Hom et al. 
( 4), on the other hand, is on an oriented N2 mole
cule with photoelectron collection along its molec
ular axis. This configuration is optimal for 
observation of a a-ka resonance. For this reason 
interchannel coupling cannot be ruled out as a pos
sible explanation of the apparent resonant enhance
ment in the 20'" photoemission cross sections of 
adsorbed N2• Without an explicit calculation, how
iver, it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of this 
contribution to the cross section. 
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